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Paris Paper Publishes

LABOR

SAYS MIKADO'S SHIPS ARE
SUPPLIED

FOR

yNIONSSUGGEST

WORKMEN

WAR

Fleet Not

Magistrate Severely
Criticised far Decisions Jn
September Klot
Cases.

Story.
Paris', Jan. 3. A loading journal
of this citv under the heading In b'g
type of "Where is Japan's Fleet"
publishes an alarmists story to the
Is
fleet
effect hat the Japanese
Islands,
cruising off the Hawaiian
fully prepared for war.
It is asserted the Japanese have
ammunition and supplies for any emergency and are observing the utmost vigiliance.
The Paris paper asserts that It has
good authority for Its statements.

HAT PIN

STABBED WITH

Clew Pound Which IjOMiI.s Folic" to Hclli've. Foul Crime Was
timmlttcd lit I'.vlraoitlln-ar- y
Manner.
Newark. N. Y., Jan. 3 An entirely
of the
re theory as to the causebody
was
leath of the woman whose
found in the swamp near the Passaic
by
river, Thursday, was advanced
Coroner's Physician Converse, after
he had made an examination of the
corpse In the morgue.
'Noticing a singular blood clot under the ieft eye. closn to the nose.
and an abrasion of th6 skin which
had before escaped notice, the physician declared H Quite possible that
the abrasion had been caused by a
stab thrust Into tho brain, and at
that point leave little trace.
Magistrate Joseph M. Branegan
was impressed by the physician's discovery, and left orders that under
no circumstances should anybody De
permitted to touch the body until after the autopsy Is made. This will
probably be today.
The police said they had received
man,
Information from a young
whose identity they concealed, which
led them to think that two men,
Instead of one, were with the woman
Just before she met ner death. This
young man told of having seen two
men with a woman near the spot
where the body was found. One of
the pair, he said, was holding his
hand over the woman's brow, close
to her forehead. Just what this
meant the police declined to say. The
physician said
however,
coroner's
thut death from any such thrust as
he suspects would have been instan
taneous.
1'lreniaii Ilailly Injure!.
San Francisco, Cal., Jan. 3 While
descending the spiral ladder used as
a tnlrs in the fire house in this city.
Charles Keinfeld, a ilreman slipped
and felt. His skull was fractured
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Darrow Failed
to Prove Assertions.
Jury-HawleyS-
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aid
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Portland, Ore.. Jan. 3. A special
to the Oregonian front Vancouver. B.
C, says that the three victims of an
attack by Japanese New Year's day
are still alive though at least two of
them are disfigured for life.
One of the three white firemen who
were In the right with a score of
Japanese armed
with long sharp
knives, had his nose sliced off. Tho
four Japanese arrested are held on
a charge of attempted murder. The
Japanese section is practically an
armed camp.
Two thousand orientals who live
there are ready to resent the slightest
Interference of the Authorities. It ',3
feared a murder now would provoke
a not.
Workmen to CJo Amictl.
Vancouver, It. C, Jan. 3. The
Trades and Itbor council last night
discussed the Japanese question. The
assertion was made that the city authorities are afraid to act lest they
should offend the Japanese government or its consul.
was made that
The declaration
Powell Btreet Is an armed arsenal
and that the Japanese are ready to
right at the slightest provocation.
Resolutions were passed criticizing
the decisions of Police Magistrate A.
Williams In the cases arising from
the September riots and a committee
was appointed to demand his dismissal if the charges ar found. o-- ?f
true.
A proposal was made that if the
Japanese cannot be searched and the
Japanese disarmed then the laboring
men should arm themselves wiih revolvers for an emergency.
GIRL TAKES LONG
HIKE ALL ALONE
Walks From New York to Seattle
unit Will s Hack by Different
l.outc Only n lto; ami
a Tiny PLstol.
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 3. With only
a Scotch collie and a revolver to
protect her, Miss Ollle Granston, a
graceful young woman of twenty-tw- o
years, has walked all the way from
New York to Seattle and is preparing to continue her Journey to Kan
Francisco, thence to New Orleans
and back to New York.
Only the fact that it is impossible
to walk upon the waves, she asserts,
prevents her from attempting to
cross the Pacific to the Philippines.
She believes, however, that when she
returns to her home in New York
she will have traveled farther afoot
than any other young woman in America.
Miss Cranston soys she was formerly employed as a bookkeeper in
a wholesale house in New York and
had, through lack of exercise and
a limited amount of fresh air, lost
the bloom from her cheeks.
8he
then quit her Job and sought means
to recuperate.
Whe had read of men and women
In the early days in Europe walking
through Italy, Uermany, France and
Helgium as a means of recreation,
and she thought Bhe would try it
and see how it worked In America.
About fix months ago she left New
York, put her face toward the west
and never once looked back. In
some sections of the country where
the roads were good she took the
highway, but where mud and slush
impeded her progress she decided to
"count ties."

Idaho. Jan. 3. Intel).-- ; interest marked this la.it day of the HARRY
THAW'S SISTER
Feuibone trial.
.Before the prosecu.i. ill's urgument
11.
by J. lineHaw Icy, began this
morning Judge Hilt. n for the deNOW SEEKS DIVORCE
fense announced thut the defense
would nut argue the case and Judge
Wood st.iit J that" the jury would be
oiinlo.s of Yarmouth
Institute
instructed .ts soon as Havvley
l'receliiig
fur Separation from
The Judge said he wouid refuse the
Her llojal CoiisjoH.
request o! the defense that the Jury
lie instil :cl that a verdict of guilty
London, Jan. 3. The Countess of
could nm be returned on the ground
the latter having Yarmouth, who was formerly Miss
the conspiracy,
was
a
Haywood
of
Alice Thaw, u sister of Harry
member
K.
ed that
the cotispirack, the laiter having Thaw, charged with the murder of
been found not guilty.
Stanford White, has Instituted proHe granted the instru"!!on askod ceedings for divorce from her royal
by the si.,te to the tiiecl that if the husband, the Karl of Yarmouth. Shu
defendant had in his possession evi- wants to go home to America.
dence which wu not presented, that
The news that the Countess of
fact could he considered. Hawley Yarmouth is seeking a nullification
began his address by referring to the of her marriage created no surprise
sudden termination of the ca.--e which In Pittsburg. It is said the estrangeleft 1 narrow's opening statement a ment resulted from two causes; first
He the action of ihe earl during the
"junihie of broken proiiil-.es.said Darrow promised to show that tlrst trial of Harry K. Thaw, the
Orchard was a monumental liar but countess' half brother, who went to
signally failed to do so. Ho asked F.gypt and lived in seclusion ftiere.
why he h id not put on the stand the
The second cause Is said to be the
great array of witnesses brought action of the Thaw family in deterfrom di:a.nt state and sal J It was mining upon Insanity as a plea for
because he did not dare to. He then Thaw.
discussed the evidence of orchard In
it is saui xarmouin oujeciea 10
detail and took up at length the law the insanity plea on the ground that
In he case especially the proof re- I Mould have a direct Influence on
'
quired to
a ''"nspiracy.
the succession to the Yarmouth es- ls:e in the event of an
IJoisc,
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LINK IN 'fill WIIITK IIOI'SK VAKW TO S1LKE
JI VNDS WITH TIIK I'KIII)KNT.
The biggest New Year reception In the United States was held by President Roosevelt at the Whlbs House, when for hours, he clasped hands with
the men and women who passed In procession.
Representatives of foreign
countries and officers of the army and navy, all In full dress, gave the reception the nppearance of those glittering gatherings of the days of the first
empire.
The brilliantly attired men with their flashing decorations and
small arms mixed with the more soberly attired men and women of the city,
who seized the opportunity to grasp the hand that wields the big stick.
The
waiting line, w hen the doors of the White House were thrown open, extended
for fifteen blocks, bur the last man did not begrudge the hours of waiting.
The grasp of those sturdy fingers was his recompense.
This year's crowd
was greater than thut of 1907, which eclipsed nil previous receptions.

JURY CANNOT TWELVE

AGREE

OH ANY

POISONED

EATING

--

VERDICT

BY

GREEN

CHEESE

HlHlIC.

Foreman

So Informed

Judge This

Morning-Se- nt

Back to Deliberate.

the Several Families of Wharton
Ohio In Serious Condition
Investigation Ordered.

o'clock this morning announced that
it was Impossible to agree upon a
verdict. "We are further from a
verdict now than we ever were," said
Foreman Price In court.
Judge Morris ordered
the Jury
back for further deliberation, telling
them the law required them to reach
a verdict If possible.
fices.
No intimation whs given out as to
The raiders appeared to avoid a how the Jury stands but it is prophuseless exchange of Bhot and the esied that the Jurors are badly dionly time they tired ar when a citi- vided In small digues and that all
zen ventured out of doors or was arguments have failed to change the
seen with a weapon through a win- variety of opinions.
dow.
While the Jury returned promptly
to the Jury room to consider a verdict further it is now apparent that
there will be no decision and that
PRACTICAL JOKES HAD
eventually a "hung Jury" will be reported.

Wharton. Ohio, Jan. 3. A dozen
people were seriously poisoned today by eating green chese. The families poisoned are Mr.
and .Mrs.
Clarence Hell nnd their three children: Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler, Mr. Crl-dand two children and the family
of J. F. DeLong.
An Investigation and analysis of
the cheese has been ordered.
Two Children Are Dying.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeier and their
two children and several members of
the J. F. Delwing family are not yet
out of danger, and the
younger
children of the Hell family are dying.
er

to
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OF GRIPPE

AND FEVER

NARROW ESCAPE
IIhIi1i Siiicrlnt'ii,lcnt Iivlnn'H11iat
iflv 'I'liousaiiil PckiIo IIuvu

Played lie Was a Wild Cut ami Almost ioi Shot Woman Wasn't
So lluslly Frightened.

1

Hart Ilia Malady In Pittsburg.

New Kensington,
Pa., Jan. 3.
Screams like those of a wildcat last
night frightened Mrs. E. J. Martin as
she sat alone in her home near here.
The sounds came from beneath the
kitchen floor.
Securing a revolver Mrs. Martin
went to the rear of the house ami
discerned a black form moving about.
She fired three times. The supposed
wildcat yelled "For heaven's sake
stop!"
It was Frank Warner. nineteen
years old, who boarded at the MarHe had been practicing
tin house.
wildcat noises and wanted to test his
ability. One bullet Just missed his
lie a J.

JAPS
ACROSS BORDER

Three Arretted nt I I Pno by Government Ofliivr
Cmmht a lew
tiiimiineii Doing Same Stunt.
3.
i:i Paso, Texas, Jan.
New
Year's night the custom house ofllcials apprehended three Japs who
were crossing the river near Washington Park. They were turned over
to the immigration service and will
be held on the charge of being unlawfully In this country. Almost at
the f inip time and very close to place
u
the Japs were captured, the
ofheers caught two Chinamen crossing the line. The Chinamen
were Oin L,oy and Yee Quock. Migu-gMorales was also arrested by the
inspectors and is charged with aiding the Chinese to enter the country
illegally, it being claimed that he assisted Yee Wuouk to cross the Hue.
a
liin J.oy was able to procure
friend to go on his bond and was re
ooy
leased, but the other China
did
not have a friend to help him and
will have to stay in Jail along with
his Mexican friend until the trial
iniml-Kratio-

el

GUILTY
OF

OE LIBEL

Three People
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am very much Interested In the
candidacy of .Secretary Taft. Thus
far, he Is the only one named for the
republican
presidential
nomination
who has developed any appreciable
strength outside of nis own state.
Only a Semblance oC a Contest.
There Is a semblance of a contest
here-- between him and Senator For- aker. The most ardent admirer of
me senuior has not claimed that he
has any chance of obtaining
the
nomination. This being the case, his
candidacy does not appeal, or should
not appeal to republican voters and
I am confident the result at
the
Cuyahoga county primaries will be
'
most emphatic.
"Hoth parties alike have united In
asking for an expression by primaries
which shall ns nearly as possible rec-eothe popular preference. I would
suggest that this means not only the
selection of delegates to the state
convention by primaries, but the selection In the respective congressional districts of delegates to the national republican convention, by the
same method.
"What Is fair In one case Is equally
fair In the other, and such moveIn
ments as those suggested
the
Tenth congressional district by the
opponents of Secretary Taft, for the
nomination of delegates by the county commitiees, are to bek condemned.
Jnmrticted IHdcgutes.
"Here In Cuyahoga county, I trust
that both tickets will be headed by
the name of the presidential candidate, one William H. Taft; the other,
Joseph H. Foraker; so that the delegates will be mere agents to carry
out the will of the elector. I would
also suggest that the delegates on
either side be elected for the whole
county, sixty-tw- o
or whatever
the
number may be.
"In this contest, which Is of supreme Importance to the republicans
of Cuynhoga county, 1 hope that all
those who are entitled to vote, may
appear at the primaries without urging so that the popular choice may
lind expression, and that the result
muy not be determined by organization merely, or be inlluenced by the
use of money.
"The question Is, whether a representative of the progressive policies
of the present administration shall
be rejected In favor of another resident of the stale, whose candldcy Is
really not taken seriously, except as
i means to hamper or defeat
the
candidacy of .Secretary Taft."
-

German Editor Sentenced to
Four Months In Prison for
Stories He Published.
llerlln, Jan. 3. Maximilian Harden, the (ierman editor who exposed
scandalous practices among the high
officials of the German empire, was
today found guilty of libeling Count
Kuno Von Moltke Hiid was sentenced
i'i imprisonment fur four months.
Harden is seriom'y ill and his sentence may be deferred until be Is
aide to go to prison without undue
injury to his health.
The verdict wa received by those
in the court room jn silence.
Harden did not discus the verdict.
bv
whom
The wi:nesscs
iiarden
prove H case
to
had attempted
against Count Von Moltke did not
substantiate their former testimony
in this trial and H udeii was left In
a position where lie could not
himself.
It Is said, however, that many of
be published about
the statements
the count will live long in the memory of certain high court circles.
Harden's recent Illness Is said to
be due to worry oer the imbroglio
in which he became Involved.
de-te-

IUWVS WUKKI.Y KKVIEW.
New York, Jan. o. Dunn's Weekly Review will say tomorrow:
The

weekly report of bank exchanges
further heavy loss this week.
The total exchange for this week of
of the I'ulted
all the leading citl.
States being $1,712,846,714. a decrease of 41.6 per cent as compared
with the corresponding week two
years ago.
show a

rd

lr

I'ittsburg. Jan. 3. The startling
statement that typhoid fever has
epidemic in the Pittsburg disyears was made
trict for thirty-fou- r
tonight by lr. J. F, Edwards, superintendent of the bureau of health.
In an address to the city's sanitary
policemen. "In the last twenty-fiv- e
years," he continued, "60,200 persons
In I'ittsburg hnve had the disease
and 7,615 have died. Iast year
or one in every sixty-si- x
f the city's population, had typhoid
fever. Five hundred and eight of
them died. There Is scarcely a family that has not been ravaged by tho CARSDN CITY
disease."
been

WT

Extinct-Convic-

Help

-

FURTHER FROM VERDICT
TWO LITTLE CHILDREN
NOW THAN EVER"
OF BELL FAMILY DYING
Georgetown, Ky., Jan. 3. The Jury
in the Caleb Powers' case at 10:45

ted
nounced Life
of Murderlnrj

Cleveland, Ohio, Jan. 3. Secretary
Taft's Ohio friends Insist that the
way to settle the question of whether
Senator Foraker's opposition counts
for anything In Ohio Is to hold ballot
priprimaries. In several districts
maries have been already agreed upon and the Taft people are now trying to force ballot
umariea in
Cleveland.
Cleveland i the largest city In
Ohio, the sixth largest in the United
States. Cuyahoga county, of which
Cleveland Is a part, comprises two
congressional districts, the Twentieth
Kepresentativo T.
and Twentyflrst.
K. Ilurtun is by all odds the most
influential republican In the county
He
and is a strong Taft supporter.
has Issued a statement addressed to
republicans
of
Cuyahoga
county
the
that has more light in it than is
usual In the very calm, cautious utterances that are characteristic of the
chairman of the rivers and harbors
committee of the house of represenMr, ilurtun, In his letter,
tatives.

sii:
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TWENTY-FOU-

R

STILL DOING BUSINESS
Indication Are That the Number to
Conliiiuo Will in Much 1 airier Tliun KxiiocU'd.
Three more saloons have reported
to City Clerk I.ee us wishing to continue In business under the new high
license ordinance, making a total of
twenty-fou- r
in all. This makes the
number quitting on account of the
new order of things only eighteen,
which is considerable less than what
the estimated loss would be. It was
thought at first hat only about fifteen would survive the high license
ordinance. The lndkmtlons now are
that the number will be much larger.
I'UOMIXKXT SOl'TIIFUV
MINLSTIJl 1I1S.
I'uMor of Prewbyierlan Church at
Austin a lciiin of Hrlhi'M
Disease.
Austin. Texas, Jan. 3. Itev. Jose-- i
phus Johnson, one of tho most wlda-- j
ly known ministers
in the entire
south and pastor of the Southern
. Presbyterian
church In this clt, died
yesterday of Urlght's disease.
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SALOONS

WAS NOT BROKEN

Hanged lor Seventeen Minutes Before Physicians Finally Pro-

Situation.

f.

POWERS

SO LIGHT THAT

NECK

Senator's Opposition Useless Anyway Is Asserted-Buit- on
Issues
Letter Which Does Not Mince
Words-Wo- uld

an

SMUGGLING

PRIMARIES

QUESTION

.

Citizens, .jjickly assembled aud extinguished (lames that threatened the
destruction of a mill and several
residences. No attempt was made to
save any part of the warehouses as
the feeling against the tobacco trust
is too well known to make It wise
to interfere with tho night raiders.
Local ofllcials at Kussellvllle say
they have made no investigation and
do not think they could learn anything if they did.
Damage Will ltctieh $15,000.
A later dispatch says that the damage by dynamite and tire
will reach
$45,000. The three men wounded by
the night raiders are Dr. Charles
Roberts of Kvansvllle, Ind.; J. R. Mc-feand J. H. Mosely, of Russellville. The raiders overpowered three
policemen and held them prisoners
for over three hours.
Members of the band also took
charge of the telephone operators
and held them to prevent any alarm
being sent out. 1'elegraph operators
were not allowed to visit their of-

rail

BRUTAL HANGING FROM

OHIO

Wri.'

Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 3. A message from Russellville, Ky., said that
night raiders visited that town early
this morning and the tobacco warehouses of F. U. Work & Co., and of
the American Snuff company were
dynamited and burned.
A planing mill
and several residences were partly destroyed by fire.
Three men. who offered slight resistance, were wounded. Kussellvllle is
in the heart of the dark tobacco district and Is the county seat of Logan
county.
There were about seventy-fiv- e
men
in the parly of night raiders.
All
were mounted and all wore masks.
They were heavily armed with Winchesters and pistols.
Haiders Worked S Hteniaticnlly.
The night raiders were well organized and went about
their work
systematically. They warned the people to stay In doors and keep away
from the windows.
Then they rode
swiftly to the warehouses, dynamited them and ignited them with kerosene.
They remained on guard while the
warehouses were being destroyed and
tired shois to prevent any attempt at
resistance.
As the roofjt of the burning warehouses fell to the ground, the night
raiders rode swiftly out of town
shooting In the air.

Tonight

Taffs Friends Determined to Kentucky Boy Stood for Five
Test Foraker's Strength In
Minutes on Trap While ExIlls Stronghold If
ecutioners Were Trying

$45,000

People Saved Planing Mill ana Residences After the Raiders Had
Departed-Citize- ns
Warned
to Stay Indoors and
Out of Windows.
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r Alleges It Has Good Authority for Would Have Members Carry
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ATTEMPT

Oriental Quarter Prepared for Kussellvllle the Scene of Well
Planned Attack Against ToConflict at Any Time-Poli- ce
bacco Buyers Seventy-Fiv- e
Afraid to Interfere or
Men In the Party.
Give Offense.

Alarm-

ing Story to the Effect That
Japan Is Preparing for
Approaching Trouble.
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WEATHER

BUSINESS

Issues Certiflculot for Three., Slv anil
.Nine Mouth ami 0iciis
Doors.

Louisville, Ky., Jan, 3. Clarenca
Sturgeon. 19 years old, was hanged
here today In a most brutal manner
caused' by the failure of the scaffold
mechanism to work and to the fact
that no weight was added to his
body In order to Increase the fore
of the drop.
The boy, who was convicted of
the murder of three people, lived
for seventeen minutes after the trap
was finally sprung
and struggled
desperately In the noose.
iHecause of his extreme youth
being only eighteen years old when
he committed the crimes
number
of strenuous appeals were made for
a commutation of his sentence.
The governor refused to Interfere
and ordered the boy hanged.
When young Sturgeon was taken
onto the scaffold this morning, he
went bravely and stood on the trap
as directed.
Then the executioners
tried to spring the trap but tha
mechanism would not work.
The boy was forced to stand rlld-l- y
on the trap for several mtnutea
awaiting the end before tha trap .was
finally released.
Then he shot, downward but ha
was of such light build that the fall
- '
did not break his neck.
It was fully seventeen minutes, before the boy was finally pronounced
dead. It It said that no weights were
added to the body In order to Increase the force of the fall aa la cua- itoinary when-- a body Is- - too light.
Sturgeon was convicted of the)
murder of Ira Itruner, James Black-erl- y
and Wilfred MoMfchael Just one
year ago.
iSlnce he had been under sentence
of death, he spent most of his tlma
playing checkers and reading.
Ha
also became Interested
In religious
matters and a short time before ha
died he became a Catholic and a
priest attended him at the scaffold.
Several spectators
swooned, when
they saw the hanging,
CZARINA

1

.
,.

'

AGAIN TO
BE A MOTHER

Serious

iiIiicmm

Follows Attempts

Iteducei Weight and I'liyMiciuna
Now Say Tlieix) Is to be
Aiiotlu-- r

Child.

to

,

St. ePtersburg. Jan. Sf. The condition of the czarina of Kussla Is causing so much anxiety that three phy-

sicians are constantly In the place
and one remains lh her apartments
constantly. It was stated today that
she is expecting the birth of a child,
but not in. the immediate future. She
has a bad case of grippe complicated
with weakness caused by a prolonged
course of dieting and medical treatment to reduce her weight. This
course consisted In part of exerclsa
and Turkish baths, which la now
believed to have been beyond her
strength. In reducing
her weight
she reduced her strength, and when
she was attacked by grippe she had
not sufficient strength to resist tha
disease and can eat almost nothing.
The announcement of the new complication has caused consternation at
the court in spite of the doctor's declaration that there is no immediate
danger.
The czarina Is the mother of ona
son and four daaghters. The youngest Is the Czarevitch Alexis, born August 12, 1904. He Is the heir to tha
Russian throne. The daughters are:
Oriind Duchess Olga( born In 1895;
irand Duchess Tatjanu, born In 1897
Grand Duchess Marie, born In 1899,
and I'.rand Duchess Anastasla, born
.

In 1901.

ASKED

NEIGHBORS TO
SEE

Hi

SUICIDE

City,
Nov., Jan. 3. The
I'aisoii
Nye and Ormsby County bank with
Wan ArrcNtel ami 1'Iucett
branches at (Joldfleld, Tonopah and TlienIn lle
a PtubuM Cell As Insane.
iteno which closed October 21, resumed operations yesterday. Certificates were issued payable In three,
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 3. W. R.
bix and nine mouths.
Hunter, of this city, is occupying a
padded cell at the police station,
pending an investigation to deterGK.Vi:s OF 1IKKOI.S 1X1
mine
whether or not be Is sane.
Uti 1'ITTIM.IA M.YllkKD.
Some of his neighbors were Invited
(ioveriimout Supiltea Headstones for to his home by him te see him com-i- n
1 suicide.
Union Veterans.
They caused his arrest on tha
Wilkes-BarrPa., Jan. S. Forty-tw- o chin ge that he wa Insane. Hunter
headstones have been received says hla wife deserts him so often
here from the government, and will tout he determined to resort
to stratlie place over the gravis of union egy to get her back. He declares that
soldiers which ara now marked by he beg. ui to
Insinlty,
anj to
only the (. A. U. Iron spe.ir.
call In hU neighbors to see him end
A committee of Conyngha'n post. his life,
ill- did not think the Insan-I'- y
of this city, of which James Fleming
game would be taken s.i seriousis the chairman, is now endeavoring ly, and he believed his wife would
to have the county pay the expense return. Now he Is anxious to leave
or erecting tho stone where rela- the padded cell U'td to go to hla
tives of the deceased do not feel able daughter, who lives out of the city.
to do so. I.Uer more stones will be
The police, however, are not sura
secured, until the grave of every sol- that he Is not Insane, and they will
dier buried here Is marked.
hold him for further investigation.
e,
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

1

1

1

' Rernardlno Sun. He wins Immediately taken to that city where Dr. IJay-- 1
la attended the Injuries.
Horsn wan
working on a work train which WW
unloading dirt, where the track in to
be raised at Arlington.
While the
car was being unloaded the cable In
manner caught Horan and let
1 aome
him fall from the car, fracturing-thright leg beneath the knee. He aUo
bruise which
received fome bad
with the broken leg will keep him
fop
weeks.
several
work
from

,
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OBJECTIONABLE

TRAINMEN DEFER

ed.

CHEUNG OF
STRIKE
The Demand for a Wage Scale
Equal to Western Roads
Is Delayed.
tThe

executive

committee

the

of

of Kailway Trainmen and the
of Hallway Conductors have
decided to hold In abeyance the sanction of the members of the two orgaeastern roads to
nisation on sixty-fiv- e

Order
Order

caJl a strike unless the roads they
worked for met their demand. The
stringency In the money market and
the retrenchment of business of all
kinds Is given as the reason for the
delay of the making of the demands.
The vote of the men asked that the
aame rate of wages and the work-in- g
conditions adopted for the western lines a year ago be put In effect
n the eastern lines, but because of
the financial flurry and the condition
of the freight tralflc the committee
deemed it unwise to carry on nego-tatlowith tiie general managers of
the railroads at this time. The following statement was Issued:
"While a oonaldera'ble majority of
of the propthe men voting approval willingness
to
ositions expressed a
carry on the movement, the mem-oaof the executive committee, havthe
ing taken into consideration
financial and business conditions of
the country that have developed since
"the movement was inaugurated, have
'decide
to defer action, and the
'propositions will be held in abeyance.
action
The committee in taking this
voicre well satisfied that they aremajor-My
ing the sentiments of a large
of the men Interested. Their action also has the approval of the
chief executive of each organization "
rrhls was signed by O. M. Smith,
T. O. Courtney, John B. Condon, J.
E. Oldfleld and W. S. Keav. P. H.
of the Brotherhood of
Morrlssey,
Railway Trainmen, and A. B. Oar- retson, of the Order of Railway
ductors, indorse the action.
The original proposition was to
strike and attempt to Ue up the sixty-five
railroads, should the demands
ta refused,
ns

rs

MEETS Tit AGIO
1WKAT11 IN MEXICO.
El Paso. Texas, Jan. 3. Dragged
for about a kilometer beneath his
locomotive, two of his limbs severed,
nd his body mangled and mutilated,
Freight Engineer John Hunter of the
Mexican Central railroad met a tragus death near the station of Norla
Saturday, according to news received
fcere today. His body was taken to
Torreon.
The accident took place at about
morning.
Saturday
1:S0 o'clock
Hunter's engine was "dead" and was
being towed to Jimulco from La
Colorada by extra freight No. 852. It
seems that the freight was taking
water at Norla and that Hunter took
advantage of the stop to crawl under
Ills locomotive to repair some;hing In
reference to the air connection. A
brake man gave the signal to go ahead
No one
And the train moved off.
ENGINEER

Mystery Is added to the event
through the fact that Hunter is believed to have had upon his person
about $800 In money, diamonds and
Jewelry to the value of about $700
and a handsome gold watch, none or
which could be found.
Norla Is a watering station about
130 kilometers south of Jimulco. And
Is located
on a very treacherous
grade In the mountains. Several ac
cidents have occurred there in the
last year.
Hunter was about 27 years old,
unmarried and a member of the
of locomotive EngiBrotherhood
neers. He was well known In El
Paso. His home was in Missouri.

HITTER HOSPITAL SERVICE
IXK RATON INJIRER.

The achievement of the trainmen's
committee In securing the permission
of the Santa Fe otliclals to take emergency cases to the Miners' hospital
at Katon is an Important step in the
care of the Injured oT the Santa Ee.
Many cases which have occurred in
the past have emphasized the neces-stt- v
of an emergency hospital at the
Gate City for the care of men acci
dentally hurt, without the dangerous
ride to Las Vegas or to La. Junta.
The last hours of more than one un
fortunate would have been made
easier if arrangements had been
made for their care in Raton instead
of taking them on a rough trip over
the road with the slim hope of saving their lives.
The equipment of
the Miners' hospital is very complete, and the conveniences and comforts measure up well with those of
any like institution in the southwest.
The new arrangement with the Santa Fe will result in benetit alike to
the railroad boys, to the Santa Fe
physician there, and to the hospital
as an institution.
SAID HK MADE S16M0
OIT Of SOLDIERS
I'uclo Siini liars Oklahoma SclicnuT
From I'sc of Mails.

After having made $16,000. according to his own boasts, from the
old soldiers of the civil war and
their widows, and orphans, A. W.
Olffln. of Roll, Oklahoma, has been
deprived of the use of the malls by
the postoftlce department.
a government
Gifrln conducted
land bureau und advertised himself
as a "government land locator." His
plan was to seek old soldiers ana
their families, with the proposition
that they give him $40 ns a fee and
secure a rich grant of 160 acres of
Oklahoma public land from the Interior department through his efforts. He claimed that clients had
disposed of their holdings, secured
through his agency, for sums varying from $500 to $1,600.
Olffln fell afoul of the government
Insuectors throueh complaints anil
ihis own boasting.
When debarred
by a fraud order at Roll, Oklahoma,
It Is charged that he tonk the name
of his son. Clyde D. Giftln. The in
terior department denied that he Is
a government agent or any sort.
of the
El Paso representatives
Mexican Central renort that within
cars of
the last five days eighteen
Mexican laborers
have gone soutn
They
are natives of
over that route.
Mexico who have been working in the
United States and are now returning
to their homes after a successful
summer and fall in this country.
J. Horan. a brakeman for the San
ta Fe. received a broken leg by falling from a flat car Wednesday while
working at Arlington, says the nan
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BE CUT

IDEA-BEARIN-

Government Will Not Stand
Sponser For Patent Drugs
Any Longer.

Mr. Andrews Introduced the followWashington, D. C, Jan. 3. Uncle
ing bill, which was referred to the Sam is going out of the business of
committee on Invalid pensions and guaranteeing breakfast foods, soothordered to be printed.
ing syrups, toot.h powders, pilis and
the like. He finds there is nothing
A bill granting an Increase of penin it but trouble.
sion to Joseph McQulllln.
This aoes not mean that the pure
'He It enacted by the
senate and food and drugs act
going to be rehouse of representatives of the Uni- pealed, but It does ismean that some
ted states of America in congress misunderstandings
arisen in
uuK.mhluH Thut thn errftnrv nf the connection with its have
are
enforcement
'
hereby,
authbe,
Is
and he
interior
to be corrected.
Too many people
orlzed and directed to place on the have got an idea that the governper.slon roll, subject to the provisions ment Is guaranteeing that one breakand limitations of the pension laws, fast food will make you fat, another
the name of Joseph McQulllin, late will make you lean, a certain emulRegiment sion will make your hair grow and
of Company A, Seventh
Infantry, a particular compound will cause
Volunteer
Massachusetts
and pay him a pension nt the rate your complexion to brighten up.
of thirty dollars per month In lieu
IjtlR'l Causes Trouble.
of that he is now receiving.
When the pure food act became effective It was agreed that responsiII. It. 77S8, Relating to a IViwion. ble manufacturers might guarantee
goods to the dealer, and that
Mr. Andrews Introduced the follow- their
In consideration of this
the dealer
ing bill, which was referred to the would
be
of responsibility,
committee on invalid pensions and which, the relieved
assumed,
in
manufacturer
ordered to be printed.
case of violation of the act. This
guarantee
by
was
indicatthe maker
A bill granting an Increase of pened In the officially prescribed label:
sion to E. W. Eaton.
and
"Guaranteed
under
the
food
iBe it enacted by the
senate and drugs aot of June 30, 1906."
house of representatives of the Uniwa.
course,
of
This,
It
meant that
ted States of America In congress
by the maker to comply
assembled, That the secretary of the guaranteed
law,
out
with
the
the consumer got
Interior be, and he Is hereby, auththat it was guarantee by
orized and directed to place on the athenotion
government
to
do what the othpension roll, subject to the provisions

II. It.

7780, I (fin tins; to a Pension.

Mr. Andrews Introduced the follow
ing bill, which was referred to the
committee on Invalid pensions and
ordered to be printed.
A hill granting an Increase of pen
sion to Emellne Palton.
Be It enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the Uni-

congress
ted States of America
assembled, That the secretary of the
Interior be, and he Is hereby, authorised and directed to place on the
pension roll, suijert to the provisions
and limitations of the pension laws,
the name of Emeline Iialton, widow
of John Dalton, late second lieutenant Company A, Third Regiment New
Mfxlwo Volunteer (Mounted Infantry,
and pay her a pension at the rate
of sixteen dollars per month in lieu
of that she is now receiving.
II. It. 771)0, Helming to a Pension.
Mr. Andrews Introduced the following bill, which wus referred to the
committee on Invalid pensions and
ordered to be printed.
iA bill granting an Increase of pen
sion to Milo Jj. Pierce.
Be it enacted by the senate and
house of representatives of the Uni
ted States of America In congress
asst milled. That the secretary of the
inUrior be. and he Is hereby, auth
orized anil directed to place on the
pension roll, subject to the provisions
and limitations of the pension laws,
the name of Milo L. Pierce, late of
IlliCompany H, Second Regiment
nois Volunteer Cavalry, and pay him
a pension at the rate of thirty dollars
per month In lieu of that lie is now
receiving.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Snoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people witnout a
nennv's cost the great value of this
scientific prescription known to druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Ca
Sold by All Ueaiers.
tarrh Remedy.
. u
.
piano
felt slippers, rilgh
fine
Men's
cut with flexible leather soles and as
comfortable as stocking feet, SI. SO;
suppers,
men's opera or Everett
black or tan, Vlcl Kid, pretty and
well wearing S1.L0 to $2.00 at C.
May's Shoe Store. 314 West Central
avenue.
o
iDeWltt's Little Early Risers are
the best pills known. Sold by J. It.
O'RIelly C.
In

er parts of the label said. When
It did not produce hair on a bald
head, or cure dyspepsia, or remove
corns, folks got to blaming the government, and R was mighty bad
politics.
The food law board looked into
the matter and decided to change the
regulations and the label. The manufacturers were asked to drop this
sentiment out of the labels, but it
developed that many millions of labels had been printed; in some cases,
in six or seven colors, and at high
expense, and the dealers, having
originally had them approved, did
not want to lose the money. So it
has been agreed that the various as
shall
sociations of . manufacturers
agree upon a date at which the misleading legend shall disappear. The
date has not yet been ilxed.
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BREAKER

WAS RECORD
Finn of

irons, .Kelly & Co.. Did More

Business jjasi Year Than
Ever Before.

Harry

W. Kelly, of Gross, Kelly &
Co., of Ijas Veifas, who U In the city,
said that the year Just closed was
one of the most prosperous for his
company, the big wholesale mercantile establishment having done by far
the largest volume of business during
1 S07
of any year in the history of

the company.
Their merchant customers through-iiu- ;
the territory were almost without exception in a prosperous condition, uble to pay their bills prompt
ly, and dealings with them were on
a most pleasant und profitable basis
to all concerned.
The 'Gross, Kelly establishment Is
probably the largest concern In Us
lines in the southwest and has been
an important factor in the commer
cial development of .cv Mexico.
Mr. Kelly siys he does no; expect
any lessening of trade, in fact the
prospects are for a large increase for
the coming year.
Rank I'oolislinf ss.
"When attacked by a cougl or a
cold, or when your throat Is sore, it
is rank foolishness to take any other
medicine than Dr. King's New Discovery," says O. O. Eldridge, of Empire, Ga. "I have used New Discovery seven years and I know It Is the
best remedy on earth for coughs and
colds, croup, and all throat and lung
troubles. My children arc subject to
croup, but New Discovery quickly
Known the
cures every attack."
world over as the King of throat and
guaranunder
Sold
lung remedies.
tee at All Dealers. 50c and $100.
.
Trial bottle free.

POLICE OF THREE CITIES BAFFLED
IN LATEST MURDER MYSTERY
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LATE-COMER-

ADVERTISE

Our demands should be respected.

Give us good homes, plenty to eat and comfortable clothes.
Give us education, training and good society.
Give us good fathers and mothers.
Give us Chamberlain's Cough Remedy when we have
coughs, colds or whooping cough. We are entitled
to the best and should have it.
V.
,
9
We are to inherit the earth.
Prepare us for this great responsibility by giving us what
York, Brooklyn, mitl Nevrark, N. J., arc trying
f
we demand, and we will become honest, industrious, to Theo tlw iii)MTy
dniH"li wlM
of who kllUtl Ajtiii' O'KrWe,
hody win found In tlio luuiuvuv from th Pwvwlc river In llarrtaon,
and
to
loyal
our
of
ancestry
citizens,
proud
upright
'11 le auutpxy uVvcIoimhI
Umt xhe luttl Imii Mtuiineil before
N. J,
xhe lay In
Into the hhUT. The ImmktuIui hIiow the vlitiiu
Urut
our country.
morgue,
pool
where the hotly was found.
iwd the
tlie
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The Home Restaurant

-

A. B. McOnffey l In Thoreau on
business connected with the Horabln-Mcdaffe- y
company.
Uoy Benedict, of 823 South First
street, la entertalnlnn his friend, ueo.
Walker, of Klra, Okla.
iMr. and Mrs. Frank Hickman left
evening for Trinidad,
Thursday
Colo., where they will reside In the
future.
Mrs. Hulda Hicksi left this morning for Wlllard, N. M., where she
weeks with
spend several
will
friends.
UoBcoe F. Hunt, of the State Naentertaining his mothtional bank,
er, Mrs. A. H. Hunt, of Independ
ence, . Kan.
J. T. McLaughlin, of Albuquerque,
is in (iullup looking after the interests of the firm of Clunsul & McLaughlin, coal dealers.
P. E. Oeraldl left Thursday evening to assume the management of the
Arkansas and Indian Territory for
the American Tobacco company.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 11. Walsh, of 907
South Third street, who have been
visiting their son, W. J. Walsh, of
Kl Paso, Texas, have returned home.
George A. Rrink, registering from
Albuquerque
Phoenix, arrived In
Thursday.
Mr. lirlnk is connecieu
with the Occidental Life Insurance
company.
.George Y. Holton, formerly an em
ploye of the Xturges club, left Thursday morning for southern New Mex
ico, where he will remain
several

207 West Gold Avenue
Large, Well Lighted Room
Prompt, Courteous Service
Mutic While You Eat
Patronized by the Best People
Number One Meals

1

- - , 25c
breakfast
Dinner and Supper 35C
Special Kates by the
week or month.

Breakfast

6

to 9

Dinner

12

Supper

5:30 to 7:30

to

2

MRS. M. F. MYERS, Proprietress

0O0KrO00OOO04K

YOU CAN SAVE

i

Krnest
Horn to Rev. and Mrs.
Moser at 12:15 this morning, a boy.
Kev. Moser is pastor of the Lutheran
church and resides at 024 West Silver avenue.
Hon. T. 1). Hums Is In Albuquer
que transacting business and expects
to remain several days. Mr. Hums
is a prominent merchant of Tlerra
Amarilla, N. M.
Divine services ut Temple Albert
will commence at 7:45 o'clock this
evening. Everybody Is cordially In
hapman will speak on
vited. Dr.
Deeds, Not Words."
H. W. Kelly, president of the firm
wholesale
of ilross. Kelly & Co.,
dealers, accompanied by his son, ar
rived In (Albuquerque Thursday even
ing from Las Vegas.
Simon Levy and family left last
night for New York City, where they
will make their future home. Mr.
Ijevy wan formerly connected with
the Sturges club of this city.
Heynclds, drawing
lone
Miss
teacher In the city scnoolfl. la enter
taining her friend. Miss Kmina S.
Woodman, superintendent of drawing
In the las Vegas .Normal.
Cook
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
lett Thursday evening for their for
mer home In t. Auisustlne, Flu. Mr.
an
Cook has been for some time
employe of Graham lirolhers of this
Alderman Thomas Isherwood, who
recently underwent un operation at
was dis
St. Joseph's sanitarium,
fliarge,! from that institution Thurs
day.
Ills condition is much linprov
ed and he expects to be Up and
around In a few days.
Attorney Elmer Veeder, of Las Ve
gas, has returned to tne
Aieaaow
City from an extended honeymoon
spent In the east, accompanied by
Veede
Mra. Veeder. Mr. and Mrs.
are at home to their friends at thel
new home over the Tuoker studio in
Las Vegas.
Ufeld Hrothers are erecting a new
y
building
with
brick
busement at the corner of St. John
street and East Gold avenue. The
bull, linn will be used as a storehouse
for wool and other merchandise. Th
dimensions of the building are eight
bv sixty feet. Frank Stephens la th
contractor and Charles Lembku
doing the masonry work.
Charleji Clav has gone to Ijm Ve
an- ga in response to a telegram
two-stor-

1

j

A checkini? account will not only help you to spend
your 'money economically, but it will also aid you

to save money systematically.
When you have a record of every cent you pay out
(which you will have, if you pay by check) you
will be more careful of your expenditures.
A checking account gives you a complete record of
every cent you spend. You get a receipt for each
bill paid. You have safety for your funds and
convenience for your business transactions.
PAY BY CHECK. .

weeks.

city

We are the people,

I
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.
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AIUH'T THE 1MRKST THING THAT KVER HAPPENS IX
IS THE BIRTH OK A
THIS OLD WORLD OK
KW IDEA. AND THE FORTUNATE POSSESSOR OK A FINE
LAKGE ONE IS WORTH MORE TO HIMSELF AND MORE TO Tin3
WORLD THAN THE SANTA FE RAILROAD.
PSYCIIOIOC.ISTS. WHO MAKE A BUSINESS OK SORTING
OUT IDEAS AND SPYING INTO THE WAYS THEY ARE
I'.ORN, SAY THAT AFTER YOU PASS THE AGE OF
ABOUT TWENTY. YOUR
DAYS ARE ETERNALLY
OVER. IF YOU ARE STILL ON THE TENDER SIDE OF
MAY
YOU
AND
ARE
AGF
WISF
THIS
WISH TO
READ THIS STATEMENT AGAIN.
NOW THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN CARRIES IDEAS IN
STOCK.
WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHO THEIR
PARENTS ARE, IS NEITHER HERE NOR THERE. SOME
III' Til EM RUN AMINO THE LINKS OK BUSINESS
BUILDING AND TRADE GETTING. THESE IDEAS WILL
BE SOLD, LEASED OR RENTED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR
CASH OR ON THE INSTALLMENT FLN.
THEY KEEP A YOUNG FELLOW AROUND THE OFT1CE.
MM EVERY WEEK. TO DO NOTHING BUT
LK)K A ITER THE ADVERTISING. THERE IS NOTHING
HE I.IKES BETTER THAN TO HAVE SOME ONE COME
IN AND SAY: "HERE I WANT TO SPEND ftftO.no
EVERY MONTH IN ADVERTISING. I WISH YOU WOULD
TAKE THE WHOLE THING OFF MY HANDS. AND RUN IT AS
M VPTERS
YOU THINK BEST. I HAVE OTII
TO
CARE FOR. AND YOU PROBABLY KNOW MORE ABOUT
ANYWAY."
THAN
I,
IT
A NUMBER OF ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS MEN HAVE
ALREADY MADE SUCH ARRANGEMENTS MORE ARE
DOING IT EVERY DAY. ONE WISE MERCHANT, WHO
ATTEMITS TO DRAW A LINE DIVIDING THE PATRONAGE
HE RECEIVES FROM ADVERTISING. FROM THAT COMING
THROUGH OTHER CHANNEI-S- . INFORMED US ONLY
YESTERDAY THAT HIS ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN DURING THE TWO MONTHS
IT HAS RUN, HAS NETTED HIM SUFFICIENT TO
PAY FOR THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR SIX MONTHS.
ANY ADVERTISEMENT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN
DIRECT. IMMEDIATE RETURNS. IS A GOOD INVESTMENT,
BECAUSE YOU GET YOUR MONEY HACK, AND
THE EXTENDED PUBLICITY TO MOOT. HUT WHEN
RESULTS ARE SUCH AS TniS MAN EXPERIENCED
YOU ARE GETTING LITTLE LESS THAN A GOLD MINE.
THE FIRST MAX IX THE ADVERTISING FIELD REAPS
S
THE FINEST OF THE WHEAT, THE
GLEAN
THE STUBBLES. DUKE. THE TOBACCO KING. IN CONVERSATION
WITH THE WRITER ONCE SAID: "I BEGAN LIFE ON
A STONE PATCH, WITH A WIFE, A BLIND MULE AND
I AM NOW WORTH THIRTY TWO MILLION
TEN DOLLARS.
DOLLARS.
BUT I HAVE SPENT FORTY MILLION IN
ADVERTISING."
PROBABLY NO MAN IN ALBUQUERQUE
HAS HAD A MORE MODEST BEGINNING TILAN MR. DUKE,
AND THERE IS NO REASON AVIIY ANY MAN AATTH EQUAL
BUSINESS ABILITY. AND POSSESSED OF Tin? SAME BUSINESS FORESIGHT. SHOULD NOT SUCCEED AS AVELL. IF THERE IS,
STATE IT TO YOURSELF, AND BE CONSOLED. IT IS AN OLD SAW,
BUT A KEEN CUTER, THAT SAY'S:
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE."

7787

and limitations of the pension laws,
the name of E. W. Eaton, late capFirst
tain and lieutenant-colone- l.
Regiment New Mexico Volunteer
Cavalry, and pay him a pension at
dollars per
the rate of seventy-fiv- e
month in lieu of that he is now re-
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New Mexico Bills:
In Congress

"

IDEA

BORN--A- N

e

knew that Hunter was under his engine. The train had proceeded about
a kilometer when It was discovered
enby the fireman that the
gineer's body was being dragged. It
Is evident that he was instantly kill-

IMIUY, J AM ART

j
J

THE BANK OF COMMERE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPIAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
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nounctng the serious Illness of his
mother, Mrs. Thomas Clay, of that
citv. Mrs. Clay nas Deen an invalidfor several years but not until yeser.lay did her malady become serl- our. Two otner sons, William l lay,
of 4'hicaKo, and Frank t lay, of Ohio,
have been telctrraphed to come to
New Mexico immediately if they care
to see their mother alive.
would
dollars apiece
Thirteen
seem a Kood price to pay for quail,
but that Is the price which was paid
by some of Uaton'a crack sportsmen
on a hunting trip on the first day of
tile week, says the Range. Two automobiles were used for transportation and a large amount of ammunition was used, to what effect the
above will show. The hunters were
White, fctrelcher,
Hobbs,
Messrs.
lyer, Slierrod and Straub.
Jesse Mayer, a popular and obliging salesman of the Union
'lot hi tig
Monday
ci inpany In tills city, left
for Three Hivers, X. M.. where he
will be united In marriage to Mis
Hi s.i i'uIiii, one of
the wealthiest
young ladies of Xew Mexico, says the
Kl l'aso Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayer will come to Kl Paso the latter
part of the week and, after Saturday,
January 4, lDUti, will be at home in
their apartments ut 1311 Kast

Telephone

NEW MEXICO

tl.

COAL

AMERICA

BLOCK.
CKJUULLOS LCMP.

ANTHRACITE
Furnace,

Mixed,

n
Not.

CI.EAN GAS CORF.

SMITHING COAL.
NATIVE KINDLING.
FOR CASH OXLY.

WOOD
TELEPHONE

tl.

W. II. HAIIN & GO.
Our shli-- t and collar work Is perfect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" la
the proper thing. We lead others
follow.

IMPERIAL

LACNDRY CO.

r.

ram AY,
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BOERS STIRRING

A DEFENDER

OF THE JAMES

Gross Kelly & Co.

INTERNATIONA L

STRIFE

(Incorporated)

ANTONY AM CI.KOPATRA
ILANFOItO S F.WOKITK PIAY.
The stupendous scale on which
Charles B. Hanford's productions are
made have been, from season to season, the subject of increased admira-

classlc plays has earned him through
several generations of famous actors
the soubriquet of "The Grand Old
Man of Scenery."
The dancing has
been rehearsed
under the personal
direction of M. F. Trostler, ot Clevetion and wonder. Each presentation land, O., whose achievements In arhe makes Is designed to eclipse Its ranging terpslchorean effects on a
predecessor In brilliancy of effect and colloss-ascale have made him famelaboration of detail. It Is another ous.
A special
will be
evidence of Shakespeare's comprehen. premiere danseuse feature
of personal grace i
sive genius that the actor Is not ob- and expert accomplishments.
The
liged to deimrt from, his plays for chorus and
will he under
material for unlimited scenic explol- - tne direction orchestra
of the company's own

Knew the Notorious Quantrell Say That Portugal Has Been
Cruel to Its
and Talked Freely of

l

Exploits.

Wholesale
,Grocers

Washington, Jan. 3. The Portu
Have Greenwood, a member of the
railed Quantrell gang, and one of gueso legation have replied to the
its very few survivors, died Tuesday statements recently made by Joubert
artcrnoon in me rear of .Monroe and Plenaar. a former
officer in the Boer
street, says the Phoenix He
publican, lie had been ill for many army, as to the existence of the slave
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legation statement
follows in
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year
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and
reason,
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cattle are merely the
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There are about as man? conceptions as to what constitutes a "good
time" as there are Individuals, but there Is one place In New Mexico, not
PUliLISHED
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place la the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
Mexico.
New
By the Citizen Publishing Company o! Albuquerque,
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and Ashing In
r
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
you please.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN go asYou'll
W. S. STRICKLER
find plenty of company there, agreeable and refined. It you are
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions Ideal for reMANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
cuperating, reading, hunting or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MO HE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
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llly and weekly newspaper of tlio Southwest.
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The advocate of Itopublican principles and the "Square peal."
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We Meet All Competition!!

No other
food deteriorates so
rapidly lis the Oyster. Its habitat Is
lie ocean. It retpilies coolness and
absolute freedom from exposure to
the air In order to retain It delicate
flavor and Its w holesomcness. SEAL-SHU- T
-t
OYSTEHS arc brought
to ns from the choicest beds of
America. Tliey are shucked Into
porcelain cases, sealed and packed In
Ice. which never comes In contact
with the oysters. The we of the
Seulshipt carrier Is the secret of
their superiority.

TUB ALIU'QVEHQX'F CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Prem and Auxiliary News Service.
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the purpose of securing a National Health bureau are carried into effect,
as yesterday's news dispatches tell us la probable, the government will have
added to it9 efficiency one of the most powerful organizations for good ever

I

Holiday Cutlery
AND

by any administration.

promulgated
The creation of a bureau of public health a bureau such as is the
Bureau of Forestry, the Uureau of Statistics and other bureaus organized
with an. efficient corp of medical and scientific men, it is asserted, would
reduce the death rate in the United Stales by one half.
There Is no doubt that Buch a result would be obtained within a very
Short time.
The savage man In his primeval state cares for his sick after a fashion,
but the great white man's burden of today i to properly care for the health
of the people at large.
One of the greatest things such a bureau could accomplish would be to
tart a campaign for the eradication of the (treat White Plague tuberculosis.
There is no question thai the plague has reached such proportions
In all civilized countries that It must soon become a matter of national concern, as Indeed It is today.
Thousands upon thousands of men ntul woman
and children are passing here and there among their fellow men today, suffering from the most virulent form of the great white plague.
iNo community would allow a person with small pnx, yellow fever, bu- bonic plague or leprosy to remain one minute out of quarantine, and a phy
sician who would fail to report such a case would suffer his right to
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Has Traveled 8.150 Miles-WanAutomobile Route
Fiom Atlantic to Pacific.

Thatcher, he of the team of
burro. the prairie
schooner, the menia. of looking for
an automobile route and un Inexhaustible funii ot "hot air," who peddled newspapers and sold fruit along
during the buildthe Santa Fe cut-oing of the road and whose irresi.t-abl- e
desire to )
Interviewed lias
gained him as much publicity in the
west ad William Jenings llryan, has
bobbed up serenely again after a alienee of at least a month.
Thatcher 1ms reached Chicago and
he is still talking about nn automobile road that ought to he across the
country from the Atlantic to the
The dispatch .nys: C. W. Thatcher, a good
who
mails enthusiast,
reached Chicago after an overland
Journey from San Francisco In a
miniature prairie schooner, hauled by
a pair of mules, today, continues his
lecture on hi ideas for a national
highway from New
York to Sun
Francisco.
He exploited to street crowds the
details of his extraordinary trip, began partly from health motives, but
more from a desire to promote the
good roads movement.
He traveled In a diminutive prairie
schooner and came to Chicago from
Milwaukee by way of the Sheridan
road.
When he reached Chicago he announced the loss of his dog, his sola
companion for two years. The animal
disappeared two days from Thatcher's camp, after having traveled
thousands of miles with Its nuisier,
through
across the .Slerrns,
Death
Valley and over tho Hockles. Thatcher has asked the police to assist in
recovering
the animal, which responds to the name of "Kover."
When he reached Chicago Thatcher had traveled 8.150 miles often being several days without seeing a hupassage over the
man being in
Hockien or through the plains of
'.
New
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The traveler
whieh Js regarded as lending a special value to his views concerning the
feasibility of the plan for a government road across tho continent.
"The fact Is that If we were to
build the road through the Uockios,
which can be built easily." said Mr.
Thatcher, "we could keep in Can I'ni-te- d
Slates many thousands of dollar
that annually go to Kurope because
they have good wheeling roads on
the other side of the Atlantic.
"I kno'v what I am talking about
when 1 say that an automobile route
from coast to coast through
the
ltoeky mountains would be the most
traveled route In the world, for It
would traverse the most magnilicent
scenery there is In the worwd.
'The travel would not be confined
to Americans by any means.
1 am
willing to bet s.ore.s of wealthy men
who never have an interest in the
T'nlted States would subscribe to
build such a route, simply on account
of its wor3d interest."
Professor Thatcher will remain In
Chicago ten days, lecturing In the
open air on the scene'
he
passed
through.
Is a

engineer,

civil

The Sheep SanLary board of New
will meet in the olllce of
the secretary, Harry F. lee, tomorrow afternoon to close up the business of lttnj and outline the work
for the present year. It is expected
that every member of the board will
be present.
Heports will be received
from every party of the territory.
The past year was a very successful one as far as the production of
wool and lambs was concerned but
during the closing three months the
sheep Interests were hit quite hard
by the stringency In the money market. The stringency came at a time
when the lamb crop was ready to be
sold to the feeders.
Some of the
deals were completed, all but the
payment of the money, when the
stringency came. However, the sheep
Interests were upon such a firm financial foundation that no really damaging effects resulted. Jn many Instances the sheepmen financed the
feeders.
The members of the board are as
follows:
Solomon Luna, president,
Los Lunas; Harry
W.
Kelly, vice
president, K. Las Vegas; Charles
Schleter, Clayton; Elxa White,
T. D. Burns, Cr., Tierra Ama-rlllMexico

"Cnptnln A. H. Holt, representing
the Kl Paso Hrldge & Iron company,
who Is in the city counseling with
the local members of the committee
of business men having In charge
the construction of the proposed Albuquerque armory
and convention
hall, said today that under no circumstances should the new building
be constructed with wooden trusses.
He gave "dollars and cents" and
numerous reasons as his argument
favoring the use of Iron Instead of

Not a hobo, not a drunk nor A single case of misdemeanor was before

Police Judge Craig this ' morning.
The court was empty us the cells
at the city bastlle which are absent
of even the cheer of a fire.
"Albuquerque
Is certainly on its
good behavior," said a patrolman
this morning standing at the corner
of Central avenue and Second street
looking up the tour highway and
sciutlnizlng
every passerby with a
hopes of finding some one to run in
wood.
and making a aoowlng.
He said that
the steel trusses
The first day of the year, a dragwould cost less and would be more net was thrown out and every persatisfactory.
He said that his com- son who couldn't show a meal ticket
pany could furnish ste.'l trusses that and give an address that could be
space, which verified was rounded up. The numwill span the 100-fowill be the width of the hall, and ber brought In was thirteen. Whethwill be seeure, without a single sup- er It was unlucky f i the hobos or
port to break Into the floor space. whether It was a bi.d sign for the
In case ot a tire, a wooden truss , police, has not yet been decided by
would be the first part of the build- me- courr.
ing to give away, letting the roof
The entire baker's dozen was told
drop In. A to the quickness with to hike, and Judging from the comarmory
which steel trusses for the
plexion of the usual loafing places of
be furnished, Mr. Holt said the "class' 'they all went.
that his company could furnish them
The more brilliantly lighted streets,
within six weeks after receiving the where crowds have been in the habit
companies
are
not of congregating for years, were alorder. The steel
crowded with work now and all or- most entirely deserted last evening.
ders are being given prompt attenThere hasn't
been a robbery reSolomon Luna, of I.os Lunas; Har- tion.
ported in the city this year.
comHrldge
ry W. Kelly, of Las Vegas, and T. D.
Iron
The El Paso
Wurns,
of Tierm
Amarllla, three pany Is the company which furnishmembers of the board are already In ed figures on the cost of the pro- $2,000 A MINUTE
the city and the others are expected posed Harelns bridge across the Hlo
Grande river, for which the county
to arrive In the city tomorrow
are advertising for
commissioner
FOR HIS TIME
bids..
Kos-wel-

GOT SEVENTY

CENTS

25c

Best quality teas, per pound ..E0c
AND THIRTY DAYS
7 bars Swift'
25c
Pride soap
1 gallon Imperial
syrup
45c
10 pound pall of Jelly
60c
Large cans Las Cruces and other
thus. Malim1. iM'jw.t .Mn.stm- at Ask
high grade tomatoes, 2 cans
Fwrk, Catches Youthful TTIiIrr
25c
for
25 oent can baking powder ....20c
After Hard Clin.--o.
Good prunes, 3 pounds for ...,25c
3 packages 12 ounce figs
25c
Presrott, Ariz., Jan. 3. Jlecause
And a big store full of other
he stood on watch while two oiher
bargains.
juvenile hoboes robbed the Ash Fork
depot of a
pim maCASH BUYERS UNION chine
on the night of Deee.nber 2it.
122 North Smctmd
from the loot of which he received
a "iivy of seventy cents and six
pieces of chewing gum, Jacob Jackson, a seventeen-year-ol- d
niitive of
Finland, is now serving a sentence of
W. It. Orendorff, Mgr., 120 Vent Gold thirty day in th? cojnty Jail,
upon nlm by Justice of the
Tlilfl "Week
Peace McLa.ie.
v.as iirrestfd by Deputy
Jackson
SHOW
BIG MOVING PICTURE
Sheriff Charles Mainze of Ash Fork
the day following the robbery. He
the otllcer a good chase before he
Ladles' souvenir matinees Tuesdays led
was overtaken. The seventy pennies
toy
matinee and
and Fridays; Children's
two nickels were found on his
every Saturday; complete change of person,
as well as six pieces of
program Thursday;
grand amateur
gum. The principals in the
cnewing
carnival Friday night.
escaped and have not been
A few choice front seats, 20c; no robbery
apprehended.
raise in prices.
When arraigned the juvenile offender denied being the principal in
that he
FKK'S 1IOMK MADE CANDIES. the affair,or) but admitted
watched
th outside of the depot
WALTON'S 1KI'G feTOIlE.
while a hobo aibout his age and another younger one entered the place
LOST An opportunity If you did not and carried away the
lot machine.
use these columns.
He stated that Ke wus In one of the
saloons (n the plaue when the boye
T. A. Warring, the leading drug- approached and allied him to watch
gist of Gallup, ig In the metropolis while they s.qle tie machine from
on business.
Mr. Warring says the the depot. He did mm they requested
Carbon City U all right. It is the and they gave him seventy of the
county seat of McKJnley county, pennies taken from the machine and
ome of the gum as his ekiare vf the
which Is one f the best regulated
counties In the territory, and has a plunder. He said they left the place
new court house and jail. The San- and he had not seen thim after that
ta Fe Is making some new Improve- night.
A feature of the case le that while
ments there arm the town generally
U booming. No little excitement wu the robbery of the machine cost the
aroused there a short time ago by Santa F' $2.10, it cost the bounty $39
the discovery of gold In the smaJl to land the youthful culprit behind
creek, which runs through the town. the bars
penny-ln-the-sl-

ot
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THEN UP TOVN, STOP AT

THE BAR OF COMMERCE
Largest and Oldest Place in the

Qty.

Finest Domestic and Imported

LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Goods will be Delivered at once

SOAKED FROM

COUNTRY

"DAN
1

til in.

,

Wldcli

TO
IW'uan

Mlit, tienerul

.

BIG

ATTENDING

CROWDS

Placed

SHE6AH"
falling

.

Ijist

Can Afford to

KverjiwHly

Throughout
Territory.

CRAD1 & GIANNINI, Props.
109 South First Street

Are Ileing
Knocked Off.
When a half gallon Can of. New
Knglaud maple syrup sells for 25
cents and a pound of tea worth 75
cents is knocked off for 20 cents, living Is getting down to a cost where
everybody can afford to eat.
These two, sales ure just a sample
of what things in the grocery line
are being sold for at the auction going on at the Hrigham stnre on South
Second street.
The crowd attending the auction
has Increased day by 5ny as the sale
has progressed until today the store
was crowded with buyers. However,
the price at which the articles are
going is ridiculously low.
,

,

rain, which began fulling In
last night, Is general
the west.
1
was raining In El Paso yesterday and the country between there
and here Is soaked. To the north
the precipitation
haB
turned Into
snow ami it Is believed that U extended far east. It was raining In
Kansas early In ' the week.
The
weather report today says "Rain and
snow south, clear weather Saturday."
The fall here has been steady and
Is soaking Into the ground.
So little
water has run off the ground that
the Itlo Grande is not affected In the
least though at noon today It hail
been raining steadily for fourteen
nours.
A slight break In the clouds to tho TUBERCULOSIS
east just befire noon showed the
Sand la mountains to be white with
snow down to the meAa.
IN
Th

Alhuiit.-i'u-

throughout
1

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

GERMS

1ST ILK

by
i:port j IndVnnn Tlial
.Seventy IVr tent Vf t ie Cow

Inflated.
The
Washington. D. C. Jan.
danger that lurks In the iniik supply
posalarming
country,
and the
Meeting IjiM MglH Fleeted Ofticers of the
sibilities of .the spread of consumpHie Hm ijudge. xr
tion by milk and butter, are pointed
.Met 'linn leal Asmi- JVre

EMPLOYES ORGANIZE

ir

Tlie-aliic-

in ti n

KslahlKlied

In a special pamphlet Just Issued
by Ur. K. C. Schrouder, a specialist
in the bureau of animal industry.

I

I

lla-o-

you

j

E. M. Smith. Itellington. Wash; H.
IiiiKk. Cubero: Mary Drew. San
Kafael; William Mnrtln, Melrose.

llltlier "lleaith Level.
"I have reached a higher health
A

level since I began uslnr. Ir. King's
New IJfe piu-i,"
writes Jacob tiring
er, of
franklin. Maine, "They
keep my stomach, liver and bowfls

Wt

working Jot rtght."
If ibese pills
disappoint you on trial, money wl'l
be refunded at All Leal era, 25.

Large.

Well-Lighte-

d

''

A. M. BLACK WELL

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber,

6lass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

AIbtqoerqte, New Mexico
GiVE US

A. CHANCE

mills located In the best body of
timber In New Mexico.
A large stock
of dry eprace
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when it Is Just as oheapT
It will pay you to look Into this.
RIO

GRANDE LUMBER

Phone 8.

CO,

Cor. 3rd and MarqueH

The

undigested

food

eaten
dsys ago is

lying
still
ferthere,

S4J

.

menting,

de-

caying
and
clogging tbs

imut son or uas. bibs. intestines.
From this disgusting msss the blood must
derive nourishment to carry to every or
, 0f the body. Think of it. ! it n.
j
wunucr
mcir complexion is Dad, tncir
breath offensive, their bowel inactive and
their health impaired in every wayP Is it
or wonder that they can Met no relief
from blood purifiers, purgatives when ss
last as the blood is cleansed it is ainted
again? Try e rational treatment. Take
something to belp the stomsch rid itself of
this stagnant mass and to keep it from
Then see if you "don't im
rv:..
nrovB. One hnrtle nf fAnn..'. NJ"

....

"

of just such esses and

Mr.

cmcmao9O9Kom30K)0KO0)ooxj

ANDERSON & SCHirir

tL

524 West Central

ot

ft
m

CO000C0000OS0000
What would be more appropriate than GOOD VISION
Call at my office and I will tell
you how you can make father
or mother a present of a fine
pair of Glasses euarantecd to
fit correctly.

Carnes. Onh. D.

1,4

S!n,.?

S6Z.

Q

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares leas
and the worries fewer.
YOU

Meals

M. F. Myers, Proprietress

Furniture Racking

First Class Work Guaranteed

C. H.

Ask ns shout Mr. Cooper's famous
We are the agents.

BREAKFAST, 23c. J DINNER AND 9UPRER, 35c.
Special ftste by thm Mr
or Month.

UPHOLSTERING

New Ftf nttore, Matresscs and Cushions Made to
Order. All kinds of Repairing Neatly Done.

EXAMINATION FREE

edicines.

I

UABINhl MAKING

FOR CHRISTMAS

here's one of them:
yesr sgo my little son, who
"About
ss neerly four years of age, suffered an attack of scarlet fever. Soon after he contracted what we thought was some form
of eczema. Sores end blotches broke out
on him sod he became weak and peevish."
"We tried physicians and medicines but
nothing seemed to belp him until several
weeks sgo we started to give him Coop,
er's New Discovery snd noticed sn improvement slmost immediately. After a
few doses we noticed his appetite was
better and gradually his little face assumed
a brighter appearance. His skin is now
cleared p and I want to thank you sincerely for what the medicine has done for
him." Mrs. Hermsa Helm. 823 Johnson
St.. Nashville, Tenn.

Room; Prompt, Courteous Service; Music

)

r

portion of

while you eat: patronized by the Best l'eople; Number

BrmkTmt 0 to 0
Dtnmmr 1M to M
muppor 0t0O to Ti0O

WILLIAM MclNTOSH,

suffering

207 WEST GOLD AVENUE
;

'

'

W. J. JOUNSONl
Assistant Cashier.
J. C. BALD RIDGE,
O. E. CROMWELL.

V;oo President and Cashier.

would

worse.

'

'V,
'

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our own

THE HOME RESTAURANT

Hocking.
and wife,

W. 8. STRICKLER,

THE

'

-

'

LUNA, President.

wonder that
they are not

j

i

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON

If you could see inside the stomachs of
most people who suffer from impure blood

....vh:"have seen hundreds

Sato).

$150,000.00

IMPURE BLOOD.

LI

a

CAPITAL

t.

out

Dr. Sehrnerter recently has completed a series or experiments and
tests with tuberculosa cows, and he
ne
i.nsuspecieo
calls bin report
but Diaixgerously Tuberculosis Cow."
1 lie treatise
ueais piincipuny who
cowa
that are Infected with the
dread White Plague, but whose physical appearance gives no
of diseas.
At the outset the doctor advise
that all dairy cattle should bet subleast
jected to the tubercullne test
once a year and that every animal
that shows any sign of disease should
be destroyed Immediately. He odds
that every tuberculous cow Is dangerous to health the moment she becomes Infected.
He adds that when an nnlmal Is
first affected there is no apparent
danger, hut It Is only a short time
till the beast is scattering M!tubercle
INDIANA RIOTERS
!' '
II
In
her In the .li
the mllV that finds its way to the
table, the nursing bottle or the
SMASH STREET CARS churn.
The commonest way by which
the bacilli are spread are in the pas
ture. where one diseased milker in
of
I trove Off Crews mid V risked CMeh-- e a short time causes the Infection
the whole herd
Tho lUully Injured In light
Pollen .Make illty
Aire.
GOAL MINES Kill
Muncle, In.)., Jan. 3 Rioting was
M..A..tf..a.Mjk
resumed here today when a crowd
HUUSAKUS lit MliTO
attacked two cars in the outskirts ot
drivthe city at 10 o'clock and aiter
ing off the crews completely- - wreckI'liiteid Slam (lollici-- More Deadly
ed the cars.
Than TlHMe of All lOumpe Is
Siuads of police were harried to
acrtcd.
the place and over fifty arrests were
made. Two of today's rioters were
., Jan.
3. The
IJ.
Washington.
badly hurt, one being cut .with a coal mines of the United
Ktates are
knife but not fatally injured.
killing three ihnus as many men
per thousand employed as those of
1HJTKL AltltlVAJ.
most Kuropean
untrles. In the last
seventeen years 112. S40 men have
;ruml (ejitrul.
up
in the mines of
given,
lives
their
C. Hai a. Sam. Fe; A. Mares. Santa
country. As triuMy violent deaths
Fe; Mrs. J. Smith and daughter. Chi- this
In li.e mines during
cago; J. W. Turner, Kl Paso: E. T. have occurred
the last six years as during the preHudson, Las Vegas,
ceding eleven years. The number of
fatal accident each year Is now douMurge.
of the year 1S9S.
H. Montvvw. Hernarlillo;
Mr. B. bleIn that
1 Wtl6,
6,861 men were killed or
Wellier, La Vegas.
Injured In the mines, the killed numbering 2,061 and the injured 4.80O.
Alvunulo.
These facts have been gleaned by
A. Iiiffenbach. Fort Worth; Mrs.
acting
under
O. A. lialdwiiv, Portland; J. Prewltt, Oovtrnment experts.
liallup;
i. A, Hrlnk. Phoenix; A. orders from Secretary Garfield, of the
Coon, Socorro; H. Grant, Chicago; Interior department.
I.
H. W. Kelly anj son, Iju.s Vegas; C.
C. Jtobhins, Las Vegas; J. Fisk, New
York; L. Shafer, (irunlield, Mo.
A nietropolltaji touch was added to
the management of the Klks' opera
house last nijjlil when the employes
met in KJks' lodge, room and organized a branch lodge, of the Theatrical Mechanical Association of America. This is the tirst organization of
the kind ever attempted
in New
Mexico.
purpose
The
of the organization Is
for the mutual benc-ti- t
of the members. The organization Includes all
the employee from stage manager
down.
The officers elected at last
night's meeting are tm follows:
vice
President. I.en E. Phillips;
president, F. M. Hrainard; secretary.
H. T. Uixon;
treasurer,
William
Walker; sergeant at arms, C. V. Hurley; marshal. J. Kinder.

lie

EXTKXDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER AOCOMMODATIOX
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

.loll rive Minutes niul Says
Hon
ltiinged
$1(1.000 Worth.

SHORT TALKS BY
coope;r.
L.

ul

in New MexU'O.

it

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

,
It Vdoh the BnslneH.
Mr. K. K. Chamberlain, of Clinton. Maine, says of Hucklen's Arnica
Salve,
"it does the business; 1 have
used it for piles and It 'rured them.
Used It for cha pjied hands and It
Applied It to an old
cured thm.
sore and It healed It without leaving a scar behind." 2."c at All Deal-- .

Itepnrt

B.

8

WITH A.MPIJ3 MEANS
AND UNSTOPASSED FACILITIES

Georgetown. Pel., Jan. 3. Claiming that h? has suffered damages
nmt.untlng to $10. ooo Arthur ltud-del- l,
the Georgetown merchant who
was locked in the county Jail for five
minutes because he would not pay a
tine, has instituted suit' against the
Town Commissioners of Georgetown.
Mr. Huddell was arrested for keeping a disorderly place of business,
and was lined $10 and costs by Mayor
Warrington. He refused to pay the
tine and was committed
to Jail,
where In n few minutes his fine was
paid.
The rse will be listed for the April
term of court, but owing to the many
cases on the list will probably not
be heard until the June term.
Mr. Ituddell comes of a prominent
and wealthy Baltimore family, and
has a fortune in his own right, which
he says he will spend to vindicate
himself for an arrest and trial which
he alleges was prejudged before the
hearing.

nt the

VmX

lrlces Tilings

frnlj;e.

THE LARGEST AND BEST POOL HALL IN TOWN
AO Ntw Tibia, and First CUu Treatment

10 WEST CENTRAL AVE

308-- 3

l;

Silver City; J.
Shriev.-- r
peubody, Kan.;
W. Oalbreath, Charleston, 111.

Telephone 1036, and

;

a.

W. M.

Family Trade Solicited.

ALBERT FABER

ot
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-
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A Happy and
Prosperous New Year

Business of Last Year Will be El Paso Man Says Convention There Hasn't Been a Bobbery
Should Have Unbroken
In Albuquerque This Year-Cou- rts
Closed and WorK for PresFloor Space.
ent Year Outlined.
Lonely Places.

ts

4

KEEP

BUSY

Our Famous
Bread and Cakes

coffee

10

E

But no one need suffer
as long as he can get

High

iFTVak

NEED A TELEPHONE

The
telephone
preserves
your health, prolongs your life
and protects your home.
IN TOUR HOME.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
;

oi3omo09jo

omomo0X3mo0xi0X3momcmomjmcJz

Citizen Want Ads for Results

EVENBTO

2LLBTJQUEItQTJE

IIP

I'mler the heading. "Wood for Paper Ccmts Twenty-si- x
Millions The
J'tihlisher I'H.vs Much .More fur His
iii Last Year," the
Kinek Than He
forest service of the department of
BKiieulture hit issneil a circular giv-inthe following facts:
"Today there is general complaint
amonfi publishers that printing paper
Is con.Htamly growing dearer. In the
middle west many pnpers are raiding
their subscription price 50 per cent
In order to pay for the paper. From
the time when Gutenberg first used
movable type, made of wood, to ,he
present dy of metropolitan paper.
Dome of which consume the product
of acres of spruce in a single edition,
printing Jihji in very large degree depended upon the forest.
SSIiortnjre of TIiiiIht.
"In the face of a. threatened shortage of timiber. the aniount of wood
consumed each year for pulp has increased since 1S from two million
one-hato three and
million
poumK The year 1H06 marked an
Increase of 93.0011 cords in the
of pulpwood, the highest average value per cord for all kinds, and
a consumption greater by 469, 053
cords than that of any previous year.
"Spruce, the wood from, which in
1$9 three-fourtof the pulp was
man u fact u red, Is still the leading
wood, but it now produces a Utile
less than "0 per cent of the total.
Jlow well spruce Is suited to the
manufacture of pulp is shown by the
fact that during the period In which
he total quantity of wood used has
doubled and many new woods have
leen introduced, the proportion of
spruce pulpwood has remained nearly constant in spite of the drains
upon the spruce forest
for other
purposes. During thia time three
different woods, from widely separated regions, have In turn held the
rank of leader in the lumber
".Since 189P
poplar, which for
years was use in connection with
epruce to the exclusion of ail other
paper wood, has Increased in total
quantity less than 100.000 cords, and
Is now outranked by hemlock. Pine,
balsam, and Cottonwood are used In
much smaller amounts.
timtt New York Consumption.
".New York alone consumes each
year over a million and a quarter
cords of wood In the manufacture of
pulp, or more than twice as much
us Maine, which ranks next. Wisconsin, New Hampshire,
Pennsylvania, and Michigan follow In the orSixty-seven
per cent of
der given
the wood used in New York was imported from elsewhere, and, even so,
Che
supply appears to be wanin.
alnee , tne totaj consumption of the
state ihowj a email decrease since
1906,
whereas
the other
states
named have all Increased their
Other states important in
the production of pulp are .Massachusetts. Minnesota, Ohio, Oregon, Vermont, Virginia, and West Virginia.
"The average cost of pulp delivered at the mill was $7.21. The total value of the wood consumed in
1D06
was $26,400,000.
The chief
item determining the price of paper
is the price of pulp. An example of
the increased price of paper Ms found
In the case of a publisher of a dally
in the middle west, who recently
paid $1,200 for a carload of paper.
The game quantity and grade of paper cost a year ago but $S00.
"The chemical processes of paper
making, which better preserve the
wood liber, are gaining over the mechanical process. In 1899, 65 per
cent of the wood was reduced by
mechanical process; in 1906 less than
50 per cent.
"All Importations of wood for pulp
are from Canada, and comprised in
1906. 739,000 cords, nearly all of
vhlch was spruce. Four and a half
(million dollars' worth of pulp was
Imported in 1906, a slight falling off
from 1905."
WORKS WONDKUS.
ir
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A Wonderful Compound Cures Piles
Eczcina, Skin Itching, Skin
Eruptions, Coin and
ilruisea.
Doan's Ointment Is the best skin
treatment, and the cheapest, because
ao little is reuulred to cure. It cures
ylles after years of torture. It cures
oltlnate cases of eczema. It cures
all skin Itching. It cures skin eruptions. It heals cuts, bruises, scratch- and abrasions without leaving a
acar.
It cures permanently. Albuquerque testimony prove It:
825
A. M. Whltcomb, living at
Eighth street, Albuquerque,
North
N. M., says: "I have nothing to reI
tract from the recommendation
gave for Doan's Ointment some five
ago.
was
What
then
I
stated
jears
to the effect that this preparation
had cured me of a breaking out,
v. h.ch, If not eczema, closely resembled lhis trouble and was confined to
a spot about the size of a silver dollar ;ust below one of my knees. Off
and on for ten years It had annoyed
me always being worw when I was
In bed or if i would sit near a fire.
I consulted two of our leading physician but what they gave me proved
of no more avail than all the different kinds of salves and ointments
thut 1 tried. I had no faith In Doan's
Ointment, expecting that It would act
similarly to the other remedies I
had used, but I was surprised to find
that the. first application stopped the
toning and a short continuation of
iis use healed the place affected. The
fact that I can say after this long interval thnt there has been no return
of the trouble is pretty god reason
for my willingness to confirm my original statement. At the time of my
using Donn's ointment one of my
grandchildren had salt rheum on his
arm and the Irritation was so great
that It causod him to scratch continually. le.splte the fact that It had
resisted nil treatment. IVian's Ointment affected a cure and one whu.h
I can recomlias been permanent.
mend this preparation at all times
as one that can be relied upon to act
as represented."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50e.
Buffalo,
Foster-Milbur- n
New
Co..
York, fcole agents for the United
Blates.
'he name Doan's
Ktinember

and take

no

12.
other
Crbolized Witch Hazel

DeWltt's
is especially recommended for
piles. Hold liy J. H. O'Kielly Co.

Fa'.ve

Phoenix, Ariz.. Jan.
ateur cracksmen are at work
Phoenix without doing any good for
themselves but they are unnecessarily spoiling safe, or at least defacing jtafes.
Their last raid was on
t lie
safe of the Arizona laundry
company some time Monday night.
The safe was badly dNflgured with
but an entrance was
not effected. Nobody heard the explosion and nothing was known of
the attempt upon the safo until Man
agr Kolberg of the laundry company
came upon the scene of disorder In
hi.s office yesterday morning.
The burglars had bored a small
hole into the face of the safe near
the combination, tilled It with nitroglycerine and explitdcd it by means
or a fuse and cap. When they found
that nothing had resulted from the
explosion they left without muklng a
second attempt. The work seems to
Imve been done by one man while
another kept guard outside where hi
footprints between the window of the
office and the corner of the building
had almost worn a path. Only the
tracks of the two men were found
near the window at which an entrance was effected.
A rag saturated with
was found nearby and some of
the explosive had been spilled on the
ground. A drill and other Implements
which had evidently been used in the
assault upon the safe were found,
one of the tools bearing the stamp,
"J. K." It was later found that Jack
Kersting's
shop had been burglarized In the night for the toujs.
Yesterday was the day when the
books of the, laundry company were
especially needed for the making out
of bills for the month, (leorge Kirk-lan- d
was sent for to complete the
burglary and the books were taken
Manager Kolberg said if the
out.
break, had been successful the burg
lars would not have been paid for
t.he trouble for little money Is kept in
the office over nighl. Probably before th? atrack was made on the safe
the burglars broke open a till but
secured nothing of value.
The plumbing establishment
of
William Kvans was burglarized the
same night. There the safe which
had been left on the day combination
was opened easily but nothing except
some papers were secured from it,
and a few dollars In change. They
stole from a show case about $125
worth of pocket knives and one
butcher knife. The money drawer of
the safe was carried away, probably
as a receptacle for the stolen knives
In this case an entrance had been
made from the rear. Climbing a
brick wall the burglars broke a glaw
out of a door and were then able to
reach through and shoot the bolt by
which the door had been secured.
Mr. Kvans has Issued a circular offering a reward for the capture of
his visitors.
A few nights ago the fafe of the
Phoenix Wood and Coal company
was broken open but that affair was
not disclosed until after the burglaries of Monday night had been
made known.
3.-
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appreciated by workers and
students.
Made of brass, nickel plated with the
latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp
warranted. Write our nearest agency (or
circular if your dealer cannot supply
the Perfection Oil Heater or Rayo Lamp.
is so much

OIL, CO.
CONTINENTAL
(Incorporated)

:ity. and who has been one of the
iles of society here ever since her
itl.ut.
.
1.
.1!..
V,.. ..1.
II!...,
was a simple home one the newly

PKICI--
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75c, S1.00, $1.50.

Boxes $2

Phone 878

M.vrsovs.

We will Call for and Deliver Your Horse

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

Satisfaction Guaranteed

j. korber & CO.

7th

CHARLES B. IIANFORI)
I

Under the iManagament of
UWVRENCE WALKER
In a Notable Itevival of

J. D. Eakln. President
Q. Gloml, Vice President.

Antony

g

Successors to
EAKIN, and BACIIEC1II & GIOMI
HVMOLKBALK OKALMRB IN

M ELI XI &

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

e.

Cleopatra

W

ivrythlng
kfp
most

In stock to outfit tho
fastidious bar eompltto

Have been appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Joa. S
Kchlitz. Wnu Imp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellcstone.
;reen River, V. II. Mc Brayer's CVIar Brook, Louis Hunter T J
Monarch, and other brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received from, the best Wineries
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect
our Stock and prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
List. Isbued to dealers only.

t $ t I I t t M M f t t t ( I I Mt t I M 1 1 t f t !

75c
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$UCCE$$

Elks'Theatre

THEY $AT NOTHING ICCCEEDf LIKE $COCE3$.
I IUPPOIE TIIII 1$ TRUE. BUT IN ORDER TO
HAVE OME fUCCEtl WITH WHICH TO SUC-

Saturday, Jan, 4

iikown.

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary
Treasurer.

O. Bachechl,

Consolidated Liquor Company

and

mar-rlng-

oecona, MiDuquerque

Dr.

of the Eminent Actor

euueu couple nave receiveo a large
mhu. lit huii ii f ii ti n il nitutlv lint.
scnts which. Indicate in a measure
Mis Florence) llcokiT ami Nixie C. re anecuon anil esieem in wnicn
re held by those who know
ho;'
Flint Celebrate Advent or 11MIH
hem.
by
Married.
Wliy Colds Are Pangerous.
New Year's 1H08 will be one of
If you would be Immune from di
more than ordinary significance In
sease,
N'igle
keep the system healthy. Each
Mr,
C.
Mrs.
the lives of
and
successive cold weakens the constiFlint, as it Is the date of their
Mis. Flint was formerly Miss tution and renders Infectious diseases
Chamberlain's Cough
Florence Hecker, says the Santa Fe more liable.
Kemedy will cure your cold prompt
New Mexican.
The wedding took place Wednesday ly and restore the system to Its normorning at 9 o'clock at the home of mal condition. For sale by All
on
Mt. and Mrs. ijlmon Nusbaum
A sumptuous
seenic production,
Washington avenue. It was witnessed
now and novel electrical effects, a
by only a small company of the
more intimate friends of the bride GOVERNMENT MAY HELP- clMiriia and Imllet of unusual attractand groom. The ceremony was per
iveness, lieautifully costumed, will
formed by Rev. W. K. Dye of the
tend to make tills engagement one
Church of the Holy Faith.
Miss Stella Canny and
John K.
of the most substantial offerings of
and
Rtauffer acted as bridesmaid
year.
Forestry the
best man respectively.
The bridal Surveyors
Itciirotentlnir
at 8:30. Positively no One
I Curtain
couple and wedding guests comprislUtuly to Make lteport.
Seated During an Act.
ed a Jolly little dinner party at noon
of
W. n. Smythe, civil engineer
at the Palace hotel, where they
the excellent Mew Year's menu Santa Fe, and member of the firm of SEATS ON SALE MONDAY. JAN. .
Corbett and Smythe, has forwarded
prepared by Mein Host Vaughn.
Mr. and Mrs. Flint will forego the to the forestry service of the departpleasures of a honeymoon trip for ment of agriculture at Washington, PRICES $1.50, $1.00,
the time being. They have taken maps, profiles, specifications and esapartments at the Nusbaum resi- timates on the work of completing
dence where they will make their the scenic highway through the PeLater on they cos national forest, connecting the
home temporarily.
o
expect to settle down to the respon- two ends built out from this city and
Santa Fe, making a fine road, abou:
sibilities of housekeeping.
The bride Is a pretty and petite 90 miles long from Lias Vegas to the
capital, says the Optic.
southern girl, whose home was formMr. Smythe made the survey for
erly in Georgia. By her winsome
manner and pleasing personality she the forest service and offered to back
up
his estimate of the cost by underwarm
friends of all her
has made
acquaintances.
The groom Is an taking the work himself at the price.
expert stenographer which vocation He wants the contract to complete
he has followed for several years and the road and states that If ho gets
at present holds the responsible po- It this winter, he will complete the
sition of assistant secretary of New task during the coming summer.
Clarence Bennett's
It will be necessary for the citizens
Mexico.
He formerly resided at Las
Superb Scenic Production
of 'San Miguel county and of Santa
Cruces.
Fe to Interest themselves in the matter and make every effort to see that
congress
appropriates a sum of monWERE WEDDED ON
ey for the work.
Many people believe that the forestry service la going to take up the
NEW YEAR'S EYE work hut this will be almost Impossible. There Is a great deal of antagonism among the congressmen espeMiss Kutliryn ('.. CTxmm Heooinc tho cially In the west, against the work
being carried on by the forest serltrl(l( of I rank O. ltrmtn Have
vice and the policy of the president
(one to Housekeeping.
in the maiter and undoubtedly the
approprlaion for running the bureau
(Santa Fe New Mexican.)
will be cut down to the least possible
wedNew Year's eve marked the
ding of Miss Kathryne C Cross and amount. The only thing that can be
a special appropriaBy Clarence Bennett,
Frank O. Brown, both of whom are done Is to have the
matter should be
tion made and
well known and popular In the capiof "The Holy City"
author
Oelegale
bo
Andrews
up
ceremony
with
taken
was performed
tal
The
bv Itev. W. It. Dye, rector of the that a bill can be introduced at once.
A story of the days when
8
Mr. Smvthe Is In the city and will
Church of the Holy Faith, at
of the
knighthood was in flower in
o'clock Tuesday evening at the home address both the directors
of tho bride s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Commercial club and the Las Vegas
Old Mexico.
Orant ltlvenburg, on upper Palace club on the subject.
t
avenue.
I
PRICES NEVER VARY
Immediately after the troth had
The finest Coffee Substitute ever
been plighted
and congratulations made, has recently been produced by
Tou
hoop of Bacine, Wis.
extended the bride and groom repair- Hr.
ed to their own home on Don Gas-p- don't have to boil It twenty or thirminute,
In
a
"Made
uvenue, which had already been ty minutes.
Seats on sale at Matson's
says the doctor. "ITeaUh Coffee" Is
furnished for their occupancy. The ......
Imitation
Coffee
wedding, in compliance
with the Iranii ui
Book Store
or
grain
a
principals, was a very quiet affair, ever yet produced. Not
Cof- and was witnessed only by members real Coffee In It either. Health pure
o
U made from
of the bride's family and a few of fee Imitation
or grains, with malt,
the most intimate friends.
toasted cen-alfool an
If the good wishes of their many nuts. etc. Beally itto would
A Cure for Misery.
unknowingly
he
friends here and elsewhere count for eXp,,rt were
have found a cure fur the misanything, Mr. ana Mrs. Brown are , drlii'k U for Coffee. C. N. Brlgham. ery"I malaria
poison produces," .says
assured of a long, happy and prosIt. M. Jiiniea, of Louellen, t. C. "It's
perous married life. Mr. Brown la
Wliv Suffer from HlM'uiiiatNiii?
Electric
and comes In
called
Do vou know that rheumatic pains DO cent bottles. Bitters,
a young man of sterling
qualities,
It breaks up a case
If you doubt this
who 'came here originally from Kan-si- s. 'can be relieved?
of chills or a bilious attack in alHe is a graduated pharmacist just trv one application of Chambernot give most no time; and It puts yellow
an. I recently purchased a half In- lain's Pain Balm. It maywill
Jaundice clean out of commission."
terest In the Ireland Pharmacy, as- vou relief from pain but and make
tonic medicine and blood
thai This trreatgives
possible,
sociating himself In business
with rest and
quick relief in all
purifier
del to any
Jan.es It. Carilhers. Mrs. Brown Is certalnlv means a great
liver and kidney complaints
tor utoninch, misery
with rheumatism.
a (harming and talented young woone amU't
of
lame back. Sold
and
the
man who has been reared In this sale by Ail Druggists,
under guarantee at All Dealers.
I
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SKATS OX SALE SATl'IlDAY, JAN.
41 li AT 8 O'CIOCK AT

1

1

SAVINGS

ON

l'onr Montlw In Itosion.
live Montlis in Chicago.

M

DAY

ALLOWED

fSi

Exactly as Presented
Ycr In New York

Engagement

HEW YEAR'S

NEW MEXICO

com

TUESDAY, JANUARY
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1

George Ade

Healer

JSayd-Lam- p

PRETTY WEDDING

INTEREST

The original number
pany by

Just the thing for blizzard time or between seasons. Its genial
alee
glowing heat makes any room cheerful and cozy. No
Brass
no smell smokeless device prevents.
font holds 4 quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Finished in japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.

nltro-glycerl-

sTUKirr

WIDOW

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

which

m umiwm

Capital and surplus, $100,000

COLLEGE

PERFECTION Oil

nltro-glycerl-

m

i

IM7.

Offers the

Just scratch a match light
the Perfection Oil Heater
Wherand stop shivering.
ever you have a room that'
hard to heat that the furthere
nace doesn't reach
you'll need a

ScarcItyCof Timber May Put Many Ruined Safes Show the
Prohibitive Price on
Rough Work of Amateur
Paper.
Cracksmen.

m

ALBUQUCRQUm

HENRY W. SAVAGE

Shiver

PHOENIX

minima uwwwmmamwm

S.

ELKSTHEATER
I
MONTEZUMA TRUST CO. j
JANUARY 6!:
MONDAY,

Moist

WORKING AT

ntTTAT. JAXIA1IV
imp

5

NEWS PRINT IS BOY BURGLARS
STILL GOING

UlTlMJff.

CEED IT
THING!.

OTHER 1$ SOME MONEY. WE DO NOT FURNISH BRAINS IN SETS, BUT A PERUSAL OP
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AN ADVERTISEMENT
IN THE

A

Royal
Slave

EVENING CITIZEN WILL GO A LONG WAY
WARDS SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

TO-

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

MI IIIIII

H t I I I I I I II I I I 1 t

WE FILL

$1.00, 75c, 50c.

ar

NECEtfARY TO HAVE IOMK OTHER
ONE OP THESE 1$ BRAIN, AND AN-

1$

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCL.

At Consistent
Prices

ooooooooaooo

lllu

NUE

j j j j

I

illustrated here Is a trig little
slreet suit of Vandyke brown, with
sntchlngs and taffeta bands.
The
hat is an ecru felt with sweeping
brown plumes.

till
Do you know what
means? If
not ask our drivers tothisexplain
It to
HOI"

DKV.

you.

IMPERIAL

LAUNDRY

CO.

sK5K5OtK5000000OtK3

statement; OF

CONDITION

The State National Bank

fof

Loans
$515,750.77
United States Bonds
105,750.00
Banking House (Zieger bldg'j 36,000 00
Fixtures, Vaults, etc
5,489.91
Cash ..
216,518.88
$879,509.56

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Native and Chicago Lumber. Shcruin-Wllllnm- s
Paint None Better. Building Paper, Plaster, LIuie, Cement, Glass, Suh, Doors, Etc
Etc., Etc

J,

C. BALDRIDCE

423 South First

0lO

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

of

OF

Albuquerque

Albuquerque, New Mexico

DECEMBER 3, 1907.

RESOURCES'

BUILDERS'

United States Depository

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Profits
Circulating Currency
Deposits

.....

Depository A. T. & S. F. Railroad Company

REPORT OF CONDITION DECEMBER 3, 1907

$100,000.00

LIABILITIES

RESOURCES

33,940.23
100,000 00
645,569.33

11,748.929.99
Loans and Discounts
. 1.2!a.72
Homls, Securities and Heal Estate.
$308,000.00
U S. Bonds
465,134.40
Exchange
814,332 51
t'ah in Vault
.

Cash Resources

$879,509.56

Totals

)

U30J0K)fKlC0C

Capital and Surplu
Circulation
Deposits

1

2.12.653.02

200,000.00

.. J,J5S,Q37.60

f

1,167. 466.91

13.005,690.62

TotaU

$3,002,(90.6

04K)KO0C)(K04J00JK0Ja

Cl

FRIDAY, JANUARY

.

THAW TO

ALBUQUEKQDE

1W)7.

CmZEK.

EVENING

1
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RELY

shooting. Smith will say that Thaw
conversed with him In a cool, calm
fashion and thai he did not appear
to be under any excitement.
Smith
testified at the first trial In rebuttal,
attorney
having
found
the district
htm only after the trial was well under way.
Thaw's wife will, as upon the first
trial, be the star witness for the defense, repenting the harrowing
tale
she told before. Her evidence will
be used to show that Thaw's mind
became unsettled from brooding over
the stories she told him of Stanford
Wrlte's alleged mistreatment of her.
Miss Vera Veronica Slmonton, who
Is said
to have witnessed attacks
made iby Thaw upon Evelyn Xesbit
while they were traveling abroad,
and who. It was said, would be a
witness for the prosecution, said at
Pittsburg yesterday that she had not
been summoned by Mr. Jerome.
Thaw's sister, the Countess of
is not expected at the trial.
She Is now In England and Is said
to be In too wretched health to atFOR RENT
tempt the Journey.
Martin W. Littleton will be Thaw's
leading counsel, taking the place of FOR KK.NT Furnished rooms and
Uelphin M. Delmas, the California
board in the Highlands. 615 East
attorney who made his appeal to the
Central.
Jury on the "unwritten law." The FOR RENT Nice clean furnished
of Delmas means that
elimination
rooms, modern. 309
West Centhe "unwritten law" will not this
tral avenue.
time be Invoked as a part of the
rooms for
FOR RENT Furnished
Apply at 109
light housekeeping.
East Coal avenue.
OKLAHOMA
;kts smmmioo money FOR
RENT Minneapolis, 624 So.
school
Second St., rooms for lighthouse-keepinOrder
That
Also bed rooms. Cheapest
NcturtaJT Corndvim
Money Mutll He Paid on ov
Ip city.
nuiir'H Requisition.
modern
'(iH
KENT
frame house, furnished. SIB South
"Washington.
Secretary
3.
Jan.
Hroadway. Call at 309 South
Cortelyou has directed Immediate
Uroadway.
payment to the state of Oklahoma, of FOR RENT Three rooms at 208
$50(1.000 of the bonus of $5,000,000
South Third, near corner of Gold
appropriated 'by congress for school
avenue. Also 4 rooms at corner of
purposes in the new commonwealth.
Roma avenue and Fifth street.
Payment was ordered upon the forHouses, lots and ranches for sale,
mal requisition of the amount from
In. K. H. Dunbar, Gold aveclose
the governor of Oklahoma.
nue and Third street.
Representatives
of the slate In
Washington
have been diligently
seeking the money for about three
FOR SALE
hut It was not until now that
the requisition for the anrount was
accompanied by the name of the FOR SALE Home baking, taffies.
state official authorized by the asJellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs. C. W.
sembly of Oklahoma to receive and
Flneron.
disburse th money. When that was FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
received. Secretary Cortelyou Imme- honey for $1; 0 pound can for S6.
diately dlreoted that the payment be
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
no longer withheld.
Box 202, Arbuquerque, N. M.
SALE A brand new Stevens'
When the Stomach, Heart, or Kid- FOR
single barrel shot gun, never fired.
ney nerves get weak, then these orhigh
A
grade and strictly up to
gans always fail.
Don't drug the
date gun. Inquire at The Citizen
Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or
office.
Kidneys. That la simply a makeshift.
SALE A few bargains In good
Get a prescription known to drug- FOR
property cheap if taken
within
gists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'a Rethe next few days. One of the best
The Restorative Is pre
storative.
In
some
city;
corners
business
the
pared expressly for these weak Inchoice business lots; a nine room,
side nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
frame dwelling, modern,
build them up with Dr. Snoop's Re- cottages with
close In; two
storatlve tablets or liquid and see
and
electric lights $2600 for
bath
how quickly help will come.
Free
both; three 60-lots on East
sample test sent on request by Dr.
Central avenue $200 for all three,
Shoop, Racine, Wis. Tour health is
many
more
A.
like them.
and
surely worth this simple test. All
Fleischer, real estate and InsurDealers.
ance, 212
South Second street.
Cash for gunny sacks, nil sizes;
wagon will call for them. Phone IB,
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
E. W. lee, 002-00- 4
at Champion Grocery Co.
St.
South

0

CLASSIFIED

Oil INSANITY

PLEA

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

Mrs. Thaw Going to New
York to Confer With

Tar-mout- h,

Son's Counsel.
New Tork, Jan. 3. Mrs. William
Thaw, mother of Harry K. Thaw, is
expected here today or tomorrow to
confer with her son's counsel prior
to his second trlai for the murder of
Mtanford White, which will begin on
Monday. Mrs. Thaw ihas been In poor
health this winter, the ordeal of the
having told
first trial last spring
aeverely upon her strength.
While
It is naid to be doubtful if Mrs. Thaw
will be able to attend throughout the
coming trial, she is anxious to be
with her son at least during its opening hours.
Mrs. Thaw' visit to her son's attorneys will be for the purpose of
acquainting herself with the final
.preparations that have been made
for the defense. A. Hussell Peabody.
who lias been gathering the witnesses, has eent out subpoenas for several who did not appear at the first
trial. New witnesses, it la said, will
be prepared to testify that Thaw on
the night of the murder at Madison
Hquare Roof Garden acted like a
crazy man. Temporary Insanity Is,
According to the most reliable information, to be the basis of defense.
Thaw's lawyers will Insist that,
while he was Irresponsible nt the
time of the shooting he has recovered ihis mental equipoise and he ought
to be set free. Among the new wit
nesses who may testify to the vouni
xnlllionalre's conduct Just prior to the
shooting is John J. Donnelly, of
wnaes-itarr- e,
fa. Uonnelly was at
the roof garden the night of the mur- der.
"What attractod my attention," he
said yesterday, "was the way Thaw
paced up and down the floor. If he
went around the table where we were
flitting once he went around It a doi- en times. I was on the point of ask- ing our waiter to have him sit down
or get out when the shooting occur- I'ed."
jjumieny was not a witness at tne
nrst trial. He does not know how
Thaw's attorneys heard he witnessed

the murder.
District Attorney
Jerome Is prepared to refute the insanity testimony. One of the star witnesses will
be James Clinch Smith, brother-ln-laof Stanford White, who met and
talked with Thaw Just before the
w

g.

Six-roo- m
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A LITTLE WANT AD

WANTED
WANTED

TELEPHONE

Washwoman.

izen office.

OPPORTUNITIES
Apply

Cit-

WANTED Male stenographer who is
a No. 1 otlice man. Southwestern
Business Association.
E.
203
Central avenue.
WANTED-manager for general
at ore, must be an ANo.-- l man, a
good bookkeeper and able to speak
Spanish. Southwestern Business association, 203
East Central ave.
WANTED Two well dressed men
and ladles for "College Widow,"
big foot ball scene. Call at theater
singe 6: SO p. m., Monday.
WANTED To make your old hats
and clothes look like new, in the
car, west Gold avenue. Phone
V

I.OAXS

MONEY to LOAN
On Furniture,

cor-rec-

B.,

careCltlzen

office.

WANTED Ladles desiring millinery
at cost for next ten days call on
Miss C. P. Crane, 61i North SecMillinery and dressond street.
making parlors. Phone 944. Apprentices wanted.
WANTED Stenographers, bookkeepers, salesmen, managers and office
. men
for open positions In New
Mexico, Arizona, Texas and Mexico. The
Southwestern
Buslnes
association, JOSH E. Central Ave.,
Albuquerque, N. M., Phone 267.
WANTED A good wash woman,
one who will call for and deliver
clothes, do good work, and do it
every week. Call at 416 West Gold
avenue,
11
12
between
and
o'clock.
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, f03 B. Central
Ave.. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
WANTED General agents for high
grade
45 II. P. automobile; start now for 190S, don't
wait, capital required, big profit.
Pullman M. V. Co., 603 Blsher
Bldg., Chicago.

LOST

and

FOUND

REAL

STATE BARGAINS

Six room house. West New

York avenue

4 room abobe, Iron roof, lot
00x400,
Mountain road,

New Tear's night, white English setter, with black collar, reward If returned to A. J. Crawford, 1102 Tljeras.

LOST

The Southwestern Bus'ness association furnishes men for all high
class positions in New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and Mexico, and recommends only those of highest character and qualification.
Southwestern Uiislne
Asw.cli.tion,
Avce., Albli- 2t34 K. Central
ticrqnc, X. M. hone r7.

Highland Livery

MILLINER

Ladle'

near car line

house, 3rd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
Srd word
8 room frame, 3 lots, close
in
5 room brick, modern, corner lot, 2nd ward
5 room frame, 4th ward,
corner
Three room brick, Fourth
ward
Ono of the swellettt residences tn town
Six room
brick, modern,
close In
Seven room brick, mod5 room cvnicnt

IR.

SOLOMOX li. BVRTOX.
Physician and Surgeon.
Highland Oftlee. 10 South Walter
Street. Phone 1030.
IRS. BHOXSON & BROXSOX
Homeopathic Physician
and Surgeons. Over Va mi's Drug Store.
Phone, Offlcvv and Res.. 28.

ern

2,000
1,100
3,000
2,050
1

,500

7,500

R. W. D. RYAN

3.500

30-ac- re

MONTOYA

Real Folate and Loans. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave,

wJJWaaaajiaaajuuuuiaww

For Rent
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LIVERY, SALE, FEED AXD
I
TRANSFER, STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TOURNOUT? IN THlc CITJs!
Second Street between Central
Copper Avenue.

The Cleaner

frit'

lj
?

Thornton,

J

rooming flat, modern
In
at a bargain. Bargain
real estate, call and see.
AcciAgent for Travelers'
dent & Life Insurance Co.

Thos. F. Keleber

fir

at

JAP-A-LA-

TOTI a OR API

Attorney at I aw.
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hajj
Office, First National Rank Building.
Grain and Fuel.
Albuquerque. N. M.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.
Place your orders
for this line with us.
E. V. DOBSOX
NORTH THIRD 91,
Attorney at Law.
THIRD
Office, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, X, M.

STREET

Moat Market

IRA M. BOXD
All Hindi of Fresh and Salt Meats
Attorney at Lew.
Steam Snusaire Factory.
KM Hi KLIEXWORT
Copyrights),
Pension. I ji ii1 Patent.
Masonlo Building, Korth Third Street
Cuvcata, 1ctnr Patents, Trade
Murk. Claims.
32 F. street. X. M. Washington, T. C.
txxxxrxxxt

HOME

THOS. K. D. M ADDISON
A ttoniey at - La w.
Orflce with V. B. Clillders,
117 West Gold Avenue.
--

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for

INSURANCE

Housekeeping

Emlwhiiiiig a

New Home

t,

All kinds of Household
Goods at reduced prices
''.

Co.
Borradaile
GOLD
AVE.

I IT

'
!
is

I

r

fM
.
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COMING

EVERTS

January 4 Tne Royal Blave.
January 7 C'has. H. Hanfor.l, in
Anthony and Cleopatn,
January Z Clayton Jubilee Singers
at bllu' opera house under the ausof St. 1'aul
pices of the Hrotln-rh'ioof the First MethodUt church.
January 10 The Lieutenant and
the Cowboy.

It ses the people you don't know,
And helps you make your business grow.

Kddy. famJanuary 13 'laren-ous organist, at I'resliyterlan church.
January 15 Murray & Mack In
fiunnyside of liroaway.
January 21 For Mother's Sake.
January 23 Tramp Show with
band.
February 14 The Burgomaster.
February 18 Are You Crazy T
February 19 Vendetta.
February 24 The Holy City.

March
Stampede.

10

The

Girl

and

Denver& Rio Grande
RAILWAY
Through Uie fertile San Luis Valley,
to Uie Son Juan county of Colorado.
For information aa to rules, trmla
service, dewcrlpiive literature, etc
call on or addreoa
F. H. McBRIDE,
Agent, Santa Fu, X. M.

ali

IIOOI'FR,

O. P.

it T.

A.. Denver. Colo.

HAIR DRESSER AXD
DIST

CHIROPO-

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and neit door to
Sturgea1 cafe, U prepared
to giva
thorough scalp treatment, do
dressing, treat corns, bunions and hair
Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cure
MISCELLANEOUS
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dea hair;
W.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
Architect.
machines. For any blemish of the
face
call and consult Mrs. Bambini
1221 South Walter.
Phone 655.

D. PETTII ORD
Veterinary.
Therapeutics.
Practical
Obstetrics
and Surgery on Horses, Cattle, Sheep
Hugs. Dog and Cats.
office with
Thornton, the Cleaner, 121 North
Third, Phone
460.
Hospital
and
Residence. 733 South Walter. Residence phone, 620.

If You Want A
Plumber

II

A little want ad, day by day,
Does the work you draw the pay,

TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado,
I tali and Nevada; to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo Is via the

1R. II.

'

i

Direct Route

S. K.

WILLIAM DELPEX
Veierinury.
Surgery and Dentlstrv n Specially.
iiti South Edith Phone 405.

Sewing Machine
V

Seclult.

VETERINARY

AQENT

:'ZL
'

g DAVIS & Z EARING
Insurance. Heal Folate, Xotary
Puiilic.
H
30S W. Qold Ave.
Rooiiim 12 and II, Cromwell Block, M
NTXXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXTYXZrZU
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 136.

M. L. SCHUTT

60

Lats live Years.

408 Watt Railroad Avonuo

A. E. WALKER

121

ROOF PAIXT

Stops Leaks,

Fire Insurance.
North Third
Secretary
Mutual Building Anciatlon
street.
The only real steam
211 West Central Avenue.
219 South 2nd Strtat
cleaning plant In the southwest.
We are now better prepared than OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
ever before to clean anything that
UNDERTAKERS
la cleanable.
In cleaning, pressing and repairing clothes, we take
BORDERS.
the front seat. All we ask Is a
trlai. All work guaranteed. Second hand clothing bought and
UNDERTAKER.
sold. Goods called for and delivered on short rotlce.
FRENCH & ADAMS
U X I) E I IT A K EI IS.
PHONE-4Located

Mill

PLANING

THE OLDEST MILL IX THE CITY.
hen In need of sash, door, frame
etc. Screen work a specialty. 401
South Flr street. Telephone 40 a.

B. A. SLEYSTF.R

1

anel

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

KDMUXD J. ALGER, D. D. 8.

LAWYERS

3,250

W. L. TRIMBLE & Lu.

Office hours, 9 n, m. to 12:30 p. m.
1 :.10 to 5 p. nt.
DEVOES READY PAIXT
ApiMtintnicnts made by mall.
Gallon Covers 6410 Square Feet,
30A Went Central Ave,
Phone 456. One PALMETTO

1,400

Ranches from two to 200
acres.
Tots In all parts of town.
alfalfai ranch within a few blocks of tlie
4,500
Mtreet car line
alfalfa ranch five
mile north of town $05
per acre.
FOR RENT.
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

A.

DR. J. E. CRAFT
Hental Surgery.
Hoonis- 2 and 3. Harnett RuUclIng,
Welly's Drug store.
O'
Over
AppolntmcntH imide by mall.
Phone 711.
-

1,500

f

MISS CRANE

DENTISTS
3,50

CARDS

W. M. SIIERIDAX, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental I Jfc" Itnlldlng.
BAM BROOK. BROS.
Telephone 880.
Phone 56.
112 John 84.
Saddle horses a specialty.
Best
DR. F. J. PATC1UN
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
Pliydciiut and Surgeon.
Offl
over Vsnn Drug Store. OffY
line hour 9 to rj a. m.. 3 to 5, and
UP- - TO - DATE
1 to 8 p. ill.
TYLES
Phones, office 441, residence
5.
AT COST TRICES
Tailoring ana
DR. R. lu II VST
Ore making
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms
7. X. T. A nil I Jo Building.

FOR SALE.

re

Employment Agencies

15

PERSONAL FUOrKRTY

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

Pianos, Organs Horses,
Wagons and other ChBttels also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and a t high as
$200. Loans are quickly ma'e and
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE IIOVSEHOLD LOAV CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
580.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
gooas,
WANTED Gents'
second
803 H West Railroad Ave.
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
616 South First street, south
of
P1UVATK OFFICES
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney.
Open Evenings.
t,
WANTED Books to audit or
bookkeeping or olllee systems
to open, books to keep evenings
Address, D. 8.
Much experience.

IN THE CITIZEN

j
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PAGE

the

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

Dr. Vaucaire's

Formula
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

right

Pharmacy J

CURE the LUNC3

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

by
Recommended
Henrj
Mrs.
Byrnes, to develop the bust from 4
to 6 Inches.
Ouaranteed to be made from the
true Oalega Extract. Is perfectly
hai mless.
The Vaucalre Formula la a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 76 cents. For sale by

Standard Plomblng & Keating Co Highland Pharmacy and

KILL the COUCH
AND

AI-vara- do

MR

OQUchs
OLDS

tin

HICK,
a.

m

Trial Settle ft
AND Al . THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUAKANTE.EO SAl'ISFACTCOilk

OS ttONKY

mUNDIU

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

T FACE FIGHT.

min.w, jaxiahy

CITIZEN.

Hi))

;

i

j'

-.t

.vw

v

SPECIAL OFFER

v

As an inducement to

Improve your standing

points in New Mexico and Arizona.

We are still in business at the same old stand.

to $5.00

H'KV'

1"5 to

'.

125 to
100 to

SI.IIM'lltS

SIKkKS IX)ll 1U)VS AM)

rvTronrYTrvvy-rx-)OOOOOOOOOOC)-

lilllliS

3.50
5.00
5.00
3.50
3.50
2.75

Sc0no

SCOtt Knight,

THE

PERSONAL

We

PAHAORAPIIS

ooooooooooooo

Some mora Kream Klips. Everybody likes them. Kichelleu Grocery.
of U"
Mrs. George A. Fleming
eriou.sly ill witn
Vegas, Is reported

Montezuma
Cleaning and
Pressing Co.

!

01
J. HuBerman.
returned to the city
evening from a business trip to Ari

New Mexico,

T

night.

you et It at the Klchelleu urocery.
Miss eHlen Krakea and Miss uieim
to tneir
Kennebeck have returned

210 West Gold
5

V. E. ZEISER, Prop.

II

9

ooooooooooooo oooooooooooooo
C0E

Jeweler

EVERYTHING IN

110

THE JEWELRY LINE

South
Second

Fine Watch Repairing

home at Belen after a pleasant visit
In the etty to friends.
me
of Llndow.
The remains
mini killed at the saw mill at Guam,
HorA.
friendg
at
by
may be seen
1011101- parlors
undertaking
diKii'
rcw. The body will i put on me.
train tomorrow evening und shipped
east.
Fhoenlx aweet oranges for holiday
trade at the Klchelleu Grocery.
Dave Hummers, a well known en
gineer running out of El Paso, Is tt
visiting reiaue.
the
,...city
hia hpnii the iruest of her moth
er, Mrs. Gun, Leaeman, during the
holidays. Whe and air. summers n
return to the Passcut-o-City together.
train has
The Santa Ke
by arriving in
started the new year
Albunueruue three days consecutively on time. A large number of people from the nearby towns are using
early
i!is train now lnntead or the
morning train, when they come ;o
the oily to do trading.
The apeolal train of II. W. Sharp,
general superintendent for the Sania
headquarters at Iva Junta,
Ke, with
n.e
which has been on a tour 01 ine
Grande division, is expected to ar
evening,
rive in the city thla accompanied by
Sharp is
his family, and Superintendent K.

I

000OttOO00OOO0CO

Special Shirt Sale
In order to close out all our
broken lines of fine Shirts we
have made the following

75 cent Shirts, neat patterns
J,

oupei-Intende-

$5.25 Monarch Shirts.....

Ilj-l- l

Anna

Hell

l.'iicilslk.
KlLUlish.

80 cents

uest ten

v.u.c.,

' hh

ALL THE TIME
INCllKASIXG IX VALUE STEAD'
ILV. 15 TO 30 PEK CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE IIUNDKE1 DOLIARg
WOItTH OP SMALL STONES WE
Wllili SELL AT IXIWElt PRICES
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT A I
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELHY CO.
One Door Sou Lb of tru Suhms.

rr PAnn
-- - fill
v

n

Westr

Wife Of Gold

d.

Ijiuia Itiiuly.

daughrs. J. A. Brady, of

Lain i. the
ter of Mr. and M
John street, died very suddenly yesterday of a complication of diseases.
K. II. S r.iug has charge of the funeral arrangements.
,

a

1 1

321-32- 3

West
cold

Birds a Specially

health

SHOE

STORE

ANO

West Central

Foil 2,000 Pounds

In every ton of coal leaving our yard, and have

al-

ways made this guarantee. The following ad, or one
similar to it, appeared for years in both our daily pa'
pers. .

2,000

Pounds Guaranteed or a Present
Made of the Coal.

We defy any individual, firm or corporation to truthfully pay that short weight was ever given to any of
our customers.
WE HANDLE THE BEST Gallup Coal, American
Hloek, (.'vested Hutte Hard Coal, Furnace, Stove and
Xut. Also Mill Wood, Mountain Wood, Kindling and
Coke.

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street

JOHN S. BEAVEN

aiSfi

502 South

First

ekerT died of consumption y ester- 'announcement of the coming of Chas. day on the Highlands. The remains
who will present "An- - will be shipped to Kansas lur uurmi.
1!. Hanford,
"V"

'

op- tony and Cleopatra" at the Elk-era house ou next Tuesday niglit.
CRUSHES
l'urdy, Edith and FLYWHEEL
The, Misses
('.race, daughters of Mr. und, Mrs. T,
K. l'urdy, aiuicipaie a visn iu
GIRL
FLEEING
brother, Early l'urdy. or r.i
They expect to leave for the 1'assruroy is c..ut ity this evening, an
tiected with the Albuquerque, Dem- t'ra.slies
IVinn
.. ...1 I
r...
Ing. El Iao and 1'aciue inspection
" 3
iiirougii
at I'll
bureau, with headquarters
a Puulc
Paso.
Calif.. Jan. 3. The
r.ov. furry yesterday announced a.... h..,.iAnlea.
uo piiirine In the K. W.
the uppolntment of ex- - lovernor I4. .tri.lliHin n.mer
at 112
box work
Hradford Prince of iaiita Fe, as the
ma
renter street broke from the yea
thud menvber of the commission
attacheda
to w hich it was
which will have charge of . the erec- -- chinery
i, thvAiiiTh
nnr.
i
Hon of the atone urch at the soutn- traay aiiejnooji, speed or """V,.
v.fr"
a aiscnarg
rUin iha'tltlnn with the
ton
several
down
bullet,
knocked
which
ed
trail,
F
terminus of the ...Santa
'
.. . . k.
hltzed thrOUgh
l imr.lhnxrri.
FtrUClt
......
gills
Slid
Of
K,.nla l' and the W'OllirOoni full
i
l...
.V!...!,,
i
tnfti.Mnrv Womer. aged 18, In the side
riu, ti.o art for was
.'.
Edwrd iiren
Hon of ihu' memorial.
reh
hh (ell umwnsclou,
engineer, wno-wa- o
passed by the territorial legislature disc, a stationary
creaming,
ran,
trim in,
Another act amending one in the room"
In 1903.
of the sections of the original bill place.
j

bluett rine anirts

;

.

These will be closed out in a
few days, as they are good

values.

Mh-IiIi-

j

.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119 South Second

SrwwiMKIKIOICMOKKfOII

V

:

119 West Gold

,

,r.

ii i.
,

i

WE GUARANTEE

210

P. MATTEUCCI

esu-r,ia-

.. --

I

TAXIDERMIST

M. Ijtmis.

-

Wagner Hardware Co.

o

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

irih.'.l. .'iirilah. of Hlo South High
street. pasMOd away yesterday after
an extended lllntss. Two Miiall chilof a mother.
dren mourn the lo shipped
tonight
The remains will be
undertaker to
11.
Strong,
V.
by
Sprluglield, 111.

nt

The recital given last
Unlver-it- v
I'rnf. John 11. Orum. of theHighland
for ihe benefit of the
a literary
was
Methodist church
me
treat. A large crowd atienoeupleees
musical
The
entertainment.
wre among the enjoyable numbers
on the program.
Two of the finest stands or nwio- Ul.l ouuro
grapn paper vci .u
I,, this city are now to t,e see,,

Co.

These Are Exceptionally Good Rates.
Odd Numbers and Beautifully Ornamented Pieces
at Correspondingly Low Rates.

'
Piles iirel In 6 to 1 1 Imja.
PAZO OINTMENT H guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, blind.
bleeding or protruding plies In S to
14 days or money refunded. 50 cents.

210

corn-pitte-

With two collars to match,

O Hielly

MORTUARY

M. Iiuls. 28 years old, a railroad
employe, died t the S.mta Ke hosof a cancer. Funeral
pital
have not been
night by arrangement

50 cents

Take DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder
Pills. They promptly relieve backache and weak back. Sold by J. II.

illKi-iis- e

ff

100 Pieces, only $22.05
54 Pieces, only $13.00

3

n

It doesn't come any better than

Satisfaction or No Money.

-

Semi-Porcela- in

KATI'K1.YVS Sl'IX IAIi SALE.
pkgs of Dr. Prices' food
2"c
J doss, fresh Kansas eggs
65c
4 lbs of choice apples
25c
'I cans of 15c grade sardines. ... 25c
12Hc grade of salmon
10c;
Cod fish, per 1 lb brick
lie
Minute Tapioca, per pkg
10c
1 2c
15c pkg of Horax
10c!
1214c grade of vermicelli
Succatash, per can
,10c;
Kagle milk, per can
15c;
12c
Currants, per pkg
T1IK MAZF.
Win. Kk'ke, lroprlotor.

was passed by the legislative assembly last year. Two members of this
of
committee were to be the mayor
the citv of Santa Ke and the superintendent Of the Now Mexico penitentiary and the appointment of the
of
third was left to the dlwrotlon of
cost
the governor. The estimated specified
the arch la $1,500, and It Is
convict labor
that in Its constructionpenitentiary
be
from the territorial
employed.
Miss Cassie Cross, who became the
at her
bride of Frank O. Mrown
home In Santa Fe New Year s night
a sisnas
here, sne
Is
ter living on a ranch a few miles
visitsouth of this city and recently
ed her. Mr. Drown who is now one ofy
1'nar-macf
the Ireland
the proprleToMT-oat Santa Fe. waj formerly a
t.ri,Htitinii clerk in thia city. Mr.
and 'Mrs. urown win visii inciw
here In a few weeks.
yearn, men
Chna. Michaels, age
of
rather suddenly this morning
pneumonia. Tub remains at the undertaking P priors of A. Borders are
being prepared for shipment to the
home or the parents in Nebraska.
Mltlvaels cne to Albuquerque about
He
three years ago for his health. young
will be remembered as the
driving
man who Ins been often wren
a hue team of cream colored horses
about the city. On New Year'sa day
bad
he called a doctor to attend
The physician pronounced the
cold.
the
to be pneumonia and
most heroic treatment to cure It was
resorted to but without avail. The
muin.lv had heen runlng some time
before the physician was called. The
nail's famllv are reputed to be
wealthy.
well-know-

zona.
Dr. II. J. Howell, surgeon for the
Grant Bros. Construction coihikwij
me uij
at Bulen. apent yesterday in town
iat.i
and returned to the cut-ol-

Methods.
Equipment.

rnaavr-

irri li.

f

.11.

Most Modern
ss

Genuine
Dinner Sets

UK JEW!

Railroad Avenue

First-Cla-

100 Pieces, only $42.50
54 Pieces, only $22.00

Auctioneer

DIAMOND PALACE

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry. Cut Clans, Clocks, Silverware.
' Invite your trade and Kunrantee A Square DoaL

Fine Haviland China
Dinner Sets

The sale opens at 2 o'clock every day, and will continue afternoons and evenings until everything is sold.
This is your chance to get full values at half price. Be
on hand and judge for yourself as to above statement.

HATS

x

mini

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

These goods will positively go to
the highest bidder for cash.

MISS LUTZ
208 South

SIMON STERN

Horses, Wagons, etc.

ON
PATTERN

at Eastern prices

OF

$12 cut to $5
ALL

Clothing, Hats, Shoes
and Men's Furnishings

Teas, Goffes, Syrups, Canned
Goods. $125 Coffee Mill, 1QO
Safe, &5GO Worth of Fixtures,

REDUCTION
IN PROPORTION

We quote our entire stock of

shelf goods, including

OOOOOOOOOOOOOC)OOOOC)OC)OOOOa.

C

Mr.

Brigham is selling the best Groceries in the city at half
price. The sale has only begun. There still remains
100 full cases of goods, besides the entire store full of

be convinced.
f.

buy-

wn

on goods ordered from us now to all

comfortable as old shoes, and yet they always
look like new ones because they hold their shape.
The reason: They are trim, snug, symmetrical
fitters; conform to the foot as a glove does to
the hand. If you doubt our word, try them and
1.85 to
3.60 to
2.50 to

out-of-to-

ers, we will prepay all express charges

During the new year by wearing our shoes.
Put your loot in them. You will find them as

MKVS IHK!sS SIIOKS
MKA'S I1RWV SIIOKS
MKVS I1IUII TOP SHOKS
WOMEN'S IMIKSS SIIOKS
VOMRN'S WAI.KIMJ SIIOKS

io7.

,

THE BEST PLACE IN TOWN TO BUY YOUR

HARDWARE
Ranch Supplies, Harness and Saddlery
WE AIM TO PLEASE.

PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

if

